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ABSTRACT: In reliability theory, modules [3], only, have been 
proposed for studying complex coherent systems which however may 
include none of them, except the "trivial" ones. This report is the 
first part of a study concerned with module generalizations, 
includes two chapters and is restricted to the binary case. 
Chapter A: After a short review of the three basic deterministic 
treatments for binary coherent systems, the most general notion 
which can be reasonnably considered for generalizing modules is 
first introduced ~ith the coherent subsystems. Then, the pseudo-
modules are introduced as some special coherent subsystems, by 
investigating the conditions which are necessary and sufficient for 
extending the key result concerning modules and their minimal path 
<cut) sets C3J. Among various fundamental properties, it is shown 
that indeed, a pseudo-module can always be deduced from a coherent 
subsystem. 
Simple coherent subsystems and pseudo-modules are characterized in 
various ways, thus extending the well-known characterizations for 
modules C3JC7J, such as the "network representations" and the 
"tests for modularity". 
In addition, various special cases for pseudo-modularity are 
examined: the most efficient pseudo-modular decompositions for 
complex systems are considered with the strong pseudo-m6dularity, 
the strongest case for pseudo-modularity is introduced as the quasi-. 
modularity and the key result concerning reliability calculation in 
terms of modules is extended in ter~s of monotone pseudo-modules. 
Chapter B: After a short review of the "basic bounds" for the 
interval <un->reliability, all the "refined bounds" currently 
proposed in terms of modular decompositions for the interval 
<un->reliability and for the <un->availability C20J are generalized 
in terms of pseudo-modular decompositions. 
All the results proposed in this.study concern the binary coherent 
systems, only, but they should be equally retained as some 
fundamental results for investigating coherent subsystems and 
pseudo-modules for multinary coherent systems, with some simple 
approach. This is shown in the second part of this study, thus 
extending all the "refined bounds" proposed in [15J, with some 
easier proofs. 
Indeed~ any coherent system includes some non-trivial pseudo-modules 
and it can be expected that the notions proposed in this study can 
appear helpful in some other contexts of systems theory. 
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Preamble: 
Coherent systems 
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PSEUDO-MODULES GENESIS 
[12][4] 
"But often a little clear thought 
can replace a great deal of 
calculation." 
T. POSTON "Purity in Applications" 
in "t1athematics Tomorrow" < 1981) 
Edited by L.A. Steen, Springer 
Verlag, New York, pp.49-54. 
play a central part in reliability 
theory [1JC2J for various reasons [18]. However, the calculation of 
the reliability characteristics for some coherent systems is an NP-
difficult problem C21J. Since the well-known paper proposed in 1965 
by Birnbaum and Esary C3J, modules, only, have been considered for 
decomposing complex coherent systems. However, they cannot be easily 
detected from real systems C8JC9J and above all, various complex 
coherent systems do not admit any module, except the "trivial" 
ones C3J. 
This report is the first part of a study concerned with module 
generalizations. The most general notion which can be reasonnably 
considered for this purpose is first introduced with the coherent 
subsystems. Among the coherent decompositions then studied, the 
pseudo-modular decompositions are much more general than the modular 
decompositions, concern any coherent system but their properties can 
appear sufficient for extending all the essential results currently 
proposed for modules C3J[7J, including the application domain of all 
the "refined bounds" for the interval reliability and for the 
(instantaneous) availability obtained till now in terms of modular 
decompositions C5JC20J[6J[15J. 
The first part of this study is only concerned with the binary 
coherent systems. However, coherent subsystems and pseudo-modules 
can be generalized for the multinary coherent systems in a straight 
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way and the results proposed for the binary case must also be 
retained as some fundamental results for generalizing modules in 
the context of the multinary coherent systems, with some simple 
approach proposed in the second part of this study. 
Indeed, this study is the natural consequence of some unifying 
multinary coherent systems [18]. This viewpoint has viewpoint on 
been obtained by investigating further some helpful "bridge" 
previously proposed between the binary case and the multinary case 
[4]: any multinary <broad-sense) coherent system can be characte-
rized with some collection of binary coherent systems submitted to 
some "monotone contraints". This "binary decomposition" [18] allows 
to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the basic notions 
defined for the multinary coherent systems and those previously 
considered for the binary coherent systems, except one C18J: the 
important concept of module. 
Indeed, the notion of module, first introduced for the binary 
coherent systems C3J, can be easily generalized for the multinary 
case by extending its definition in terms of structure functions to 
some larger domain and range [6J[15J; in addition, all the "refined 
bounds" currently obtained in terms of modular decompositions for 
the binary case [20J have been lately generalized for the interval 
reliabilities and the availabilities for multinary coherent systems 
[6J[15J; the results then obtained and the approach with which they 
have been put in evidence are somewhat analogous to the ones 
previously proposed for the binary case. However, a module for some 
multinary coherent system does not necessarily yield a module for 
the binary coherent systems which define its binary decomposition 
C18J. Once these facts noted, it can be expected that there exist 
some decompositions which are more general than the modular decompo-
sitions and the properties of which can appear sufficient for exten-
ding all the "refined bounds" currently proposed. This remark is at 
the origin of this study: the pseudo-modules have been first intra-
duced as 
unifying 
t i 11 now 
some efficient deterministic weapons for extending and 
the application domain of the "refined bounds" proposed 
in terms of modular decompositions for the interval relia-
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bility and the availability for binary and multinary coherent 
systems [20JC15J. 
This first attempt has been completed by checking that the pseudo-
modular 
in terms 
currently 
extended. 
decompositions are the most general coherent decompositions 
of which the application domain of the "refined bounds" 
proposed in terms of modular decompositions can be 
The main pragmatical consequences of the r~sults proposed in this 
study are given in the first chapter as some conclusions. However, 
they should be investigated further by considering coherent subsys-
tems and pseudo-modules in the context of fault tree or graph 
analysis: some efficient algorithms should be elaborated for deter-
mining the most significant pseudo-modular decompositions which can 
be detected from a complex (binary or multinary) coherent system. 
If necessary, the first part of this study is divided in two 
chapters and as an indication, theorem 10. in the third settion of 
• 
chapter A is designated as "theorem A.3.10"; any reference to some 
definition, some proposition, is done in the same way; 
the concerned chapter is not mentioned when a reference 
object are stated in the same chapter. 
however, 
and its 
This work has been supported by the Royal Norwegian Council for 
Industrial and Scientific Research <NTNF). 
I wish to thank Pr B. Natvig for having made me aware of the study 
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Chapter A: 
NEW LIGHTS ON MODULES THROUGH THEIR GENERALIZATIONS: 
COHERENT SUBSYSTEMS AND PSEUDO-MODULES 
FOR BINARY COHERENT SYSTEMS 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: 
Since the well-known paper by Esary and Proschan [12J, the 
binary 
purposes 
limited 
coherent systems have been studied intensively with various 
<e.g. see C2Jl. However~ their application domain is 
by three factors of complexity [18J: a "large" number of 
components, a "non-classical" strL!cture <i.e. a structure which 
cannot be decomposed easily in some series-parallel structures) and 
some "strong" stochastic dependences. The two first factors, only, 
can lead to some NP-difficult problems C21J. 
Since the well-known paper by Birnbaum and Esary [3], modules, only, 
have been considered for decomposing complex binary coherent sys-
tems. They have been first proposed for simplifying "the minimal 
path <cut) set method" C12J[2J under the mutua~ independence: if it 
admits some modular decomposition, a binary coherent system can be 
studied by considering some smaller order systems themselves cohe-
rent. Subsequently, modular decompositions have been proved to be 
equally helpful for refining [5] C20J various "basic bounds" for the 
<un-lavailability C2J and for the interval (un-lreliability 
C13J[20J, under some conditions of dependence including the mutual 
independence. 
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However, modules cannot be easily detected from real systems (e.g. 
see C8JC9J). In addition, various systems do not admit any module, 
except the "trivial" ones. For instance, this is true for the well-
known k-out-of-n systems, for the bridge-system of order 5 C2J and 
more generally, for various coherent systems the minimal path (cut) 
sets of which include "a lot of repeated components". 
In this chapter, generalizations for modules are investigated. 
In particular, this leads to some collections of subsystems which 
allow to decompose any coherent system, which are much more general 
than modules but the properties of which can appear sufficient for 
extending all the essential results currently proposed for modules 
C3H7J, including the application domain of all the "refined bounds" 
obtained in terms of modular decompositions C5JC20J. Consequently, 
these generalizations and the related decompositions are introduced 
as the pseudo-modules and the pseudg-modular decompositions. Their 
deterministic properties, mainly, are examined throughout this first 
chapter while the corresponding "refined bounds" are given in 
chapter B. 
First, the binary coherent systems are briefly reviewed in section 
2, by adding some nuances to some definitions used most often. 
In section 3, generalizations for modules are investigated in terms 
of structure functions: the most general notion which can be reason-
nably considered for this purpose is first proposed with the cohe-
rent subsystems; then, the simple coherent subsystems can be intro-
duced by adding some slight refinement and the pseudo-modules can be 
put in evidence by investigating the conditions which are necessary 
and sufficient for extending the fundamental result concerning 
modules: if it admits a modular decomposition, the minimal path 
<cut) sets of a binary coherent system can be determined from those 
of its modules and of the corresponding organizing system. In addi-
tion, various fundamental properties are proposed and illustrated 
with some simple systems which are well known for not admitting any 
module, except the trivial ones: in particular, it is shown that a 
pseudo-module can always be deduced from a coherent subsystem. 
3 -
Throughout sections 4 and 5, the simple coherent subsystems and the 
pseudo-modules are characterized in various ways, thus extending the 
well-known characterizations for modules C3JC7J. In section 4, the 
generalized "network representations" C3J enlight two interesting 
features of the pseudo-modules: first, any relevant subset of compo-
nents can be a pseudo-modular subset; second, as soon as a pseudo-
module is identified, a pseudo-modular decomposition is determined. 
In section 5, some set-characterizations of the simple coherent 
subsystems and of the pseudo-modules allow to put in evidence the 
strong pseudo-modules which can yield the most efficient decomposi-
tions. In addition, the strongest case for pseudo-modularity is 
introduced as the quasi-modularity. 
In section 6, the monotone pseudo-modules are introduced and it is 
shown that under the mutual independence, the monotone pseudo-
modular decompositions appear helpful for determining the 
reliability of the complete system, thus extending some well-known 
result for modules C3J. 
In section 7, the main pragmatical consequences of the results 
proposed in this study are given as some conclusions. 
Indeed, some enthusiastic introductive arguments proposed in C3J 
for modules can be (and should be> retained for the generalizations 
proposed in this study: "the definitions we employ are motivated by 
the need of reliability analysis" but "we can hope and do suspect" 
that the simple coherent subsystems and the pseudo-modules can yield 
some efficient weapons against Complexity ''in other contexts of 
systems theory". As an indication, a binary coherent system is 
mathematically equivalent to a "simple game" as also to a "blocking 
system" [ 7]. In addition, the results proposed in this chapter can 
be easily extended for the multinary coherent systems: this is shown 
in the second part of this study C19J <see Preamble). 
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2. BRIEFLY, THREE BASIC DETERMINISTIC TREATMENTS FOR BINARY 
COHERENT SYSTEMS: 
First introduced in terms of boolean functions [12J(2J, the 
binary coherent systems can also be formulated in terms of some 
continuous real-valued functions [11J[2J as also in a set-theoretic 
context (7]. For clarity sake, these three basic deterministic 
treatments, unified by the minimal path <cut> set concept, are 
briefly reviewed by adding some nuances C18J to some definitions 
used most often: in particular, two types of coherence are distin-
guished and the relevance concept is introduced in set terms. This 
extended definition allows to consider modules and their generaliza-
tions in the more general context of the broad-sense coherence. 
Notations 2.1: Any system to be considered is assumed defined in 
such a way that its performance level (i.e. 0 for failure, 1 for 
functioning> can be fully determined from those of its components; 
so, it can be designated in an abbreviated way as some couple, 
<C,§>' where C denotes its component set, assumed finite, and § its 
structure function. For instance, let Cc:.N*. 
Let IAI and ~ denote respectively the cardinality of an arbitrary 
set A and its complement with respect to some reference-set (unambi-
guo us from the context>. Let s = {0,1}. For every subset M of c, 
SM = SIMI, !5.M = <xi)iE:MESM and !5. = <ldM'!5.M> for some u€5 if and 
if x. = u for every iEM; in particular, 50 = 0, 
.. 
= (u. ,x) 1 ~ l -
M = { i} and ~ = .!:! if M = c. 
More generally, any vector !5_€Sc can be specified as follows: 
m 
!5. = (!5_M lr€ x SM for some partition {M 1 I r=1, ... ,m} of C. 
r r=l r 
let 
only 
if 
~ is a function from Sc into S and the usual partial order is 
considered on Sc: for every !5_€Sc and ~ESc, !5. S ~ (~ < ~) if and 
only if for every iEC, xi .i yi (and xi < yi for some iEC>. 
Definition 2.2: A binary system, <C,§l, is semi-coherent if and only 
if its structure function § is non-decreasing <in each of its 
arguments> from Sc into S. 
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Definition 2.3: A binary semi-coherent system, <C,~l, is broad-sense 
coherent if and only if in addition, ~<Ql = 0 and ~<1> = 1. 
Definition 2.4: A nan-empty subset M of C is said to be relevant to 
<C,~l if and only if there exists some xM€SM such that ~<lM'~M) = 1 
and §<QM'~M) = 0. In the particular case M = {i}, the component i is 
said to be relevant to <C,~). 
Otherwise, M or i is irrelevant to <C,~>. 
Definition 2.5: A binary semi-coherent system is strict-sense 
coherent if and only if all its components are relevant. 
Remark 2.6: Indeed, two functions Gf structure only are possible for 
the binary semi-coherent systems which are nat broad-sense coherent: 
§ = 0 and § = 1. In addition, a non-empty subset of components is 
relevant to <C,~> if and only if it contains at least one component 
which is itself relevant to <C,§) and the strict-sense coherent 
systems class is strictly included in that of the broad-sense 
coherent systems. 
Convention 2.7: Throughout the follo~ing, any sa-called binary cohe-
rent system is imp 1 ic i tel y assumed- 'broad-sense coherent whereas M 
denotes a non-empty subset of C relevant to <C,§>. 
Definition 2.8: M is a modular subset of <C,~> if and only if there 
exist two binary coherent sy9tems, <M,~> and <C'={iM}UM,~), such 
that for every ~ESc, §(~) = K(~(~M)i '~M)' far some iMEN*, iM~M. 
M 
Then, <M,~> is the corresponding module of <C,§>. 
The broad-sense coherence property appears immediately suffi-
cient for ensuring the existence of the minimal path <cut) sets: 
Definition 2.9: A nan-empty subset H <K> of C is a path <cut> set of 
<C,~> if and only if §<lH'QR> = 1 <§<QK'lR> = O>. 
In addition, a minimal path <cut> set is any path <cut) set which is 
minimal according to the inclusion relation: far every subset A of 
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Notations 2.10: Let !1e<~> ( %<~)) be the collection of the minimal 
path (cut> sets of an arbitrary coherent system <C,~>. In addition, 
for every finite non-empty subset I of N* and every y€SI' let 
f{I yi = Max{yi I i€I} = y 1 v ... v yiii 
f1I yi = min{yi I iEI} = Yt .... YJII' 
Remark 2.11: The following relations are well known: 
h k h k 
§:: ll 1Jr:: r! er ~ \f~ESC' §<~> = ll TI x. = TI ll x. 
r=l r=1 r=l i€H 1 r=l i€K 1 
( 2. 1 ) 
r r 
where !Je<§> = {Hr I r=l, ... ,h}, %<§) = {Kr I r=l, ..• ,k} for some 
<h,k)€N*2 while <Hr'~r) < <Kr,er>> denotes the series- (parallel-> 
system corresponding to the minimal path (cut> set Hr' 
<Kr' r = l, .. ,,k) respectively. 
r = l, •. ,h 
<2.2> By definition of the dual system, <c,;p0 >, for every ~ESc' 
~ 0 <1i> = 1- ~<1 .. -1i>; so, ~<~0 > = !JG<~> and :JG<~ 0 > = le<§>. 
The minimal path <cut) set concept leads to various set-charac-
terizations for coherence [7J; 
plays a fundamental part. 
in particular, the following result 
Theorem 2.12: Given a finite set C and a collection le <%>of non-
empty subsets of C, there exists some binary <broad-sense) coherent 
system, <C,ip), which admits !1e <:JG> as the collection of its minimal 
path <cut) sets if and only if: 
<2.3) for every <A,A'>E'Je 2 <% 2 >, A is not strictly included in A'. 
Moreover, <C,§l can be uniquely defined from the collection je <lC> 
as follows: for every AcC, ~<1A'QA> = 1 <~<QA'1Al = 0) if and only 
if Hc:::A <KcA) for some H€'3e <K€%>. 
Notation 2.13: Given an arbitrary subset 8 of C, let ~ 8 denote the 
function defined as follows: for every collection of non-empty 
subsets of C, .tt , ~ 8 < r7'l: > = { AnB 1 AE .;f). 
Remark 2.14: In set terms, 
(i) a non-empty subset M of C is relevant to <C,~) if and only if 
HnM ~ 0 <KnM ~ 0>, for some HE J.e<§> <K€ %<§> >; 
( i i ) a broad-sense coherent system, <C,~), is strict-sense coherent 
if and only if the cover of :1-e(ip) <!1<.<§>> is equal to C; 
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(iii> M is a modular subset of <C,~> if and only if the collections 
1M< :Jf(~) > and jM( %<~> > gather together the minimal path 
sets and the minimal cut sets, respectively, of some binary 
coherent system, ( M, J-l > [7 J. 
Remark 2.15: When a dynamical viewpoint is considered, any vector ~' 
~ESC' designates some "value observed" at some fixed point in time 
from some realization of the components behaviour, { ~ ( u ) I u E:R+ } ' 
-+ 
where R denotes the complete positive "real half-line". Any possi-
-+ ble realization of the components behaviour, {~(u)E:SC I uE:R }, is 
assumed right-continuous on R+. 
Then, the life lengths of the components can be defined as follows: 
for -+ -+ every i€~, ti = Sup{u€R I xi <u>=1}; so, for every uE:R , 
xi <u> = Ju<ti> where Ju denotes the indicator-function of the upper 
interval (u,+CD] of R+. The life (length> function of <C,~> must 
permit to express its life length from those of its components [11]. 
Definition 2.16: A function ~ from ~+ICI into ~+ is .the life 
function of some binary coherent system, <C,§>, if and only if: 
-+ -+ICI for every uE:R , ~oJu = Ju 0 ~, where for every!= (ti)iE:CE:R , 
J < t > = < J < t . > > . -=- c e: sc . 
-u - u 1 1~ 
Various characterizations for coherence have been proposed in 
terms of life functions [11]. Among them, the next result plays a 
central part. 
Theorem 2.17: Given a finite set C, a function ~ from ~+ICI into ~+ 
is the life function of some binary coherent system, <C,§>' if and 
only if there exists some collection of subsets of C, !Joe (%), which 
satisfies the incomparableness conditions <2.3> and which verifies 
the following relation : 
( 2 • 4 ) f o r every ! € R+ 1 C 1 , -r < ! > = Max { m i n { t i I i E: H } I HE: :1e } 
<1:<!> = min{Max{tili€K}IK€j(,}). 
Remark 2.18: Indeed, this characterization consists in extending to 
some larger domain and range the general expression of the 
structure functions for binary coherent systems (see <2.1>). Most of 
the basic notions related to coherence, including modules, can be 
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characterized in the same way in terms of life functions [12JC18J. 
3. FROM COHERENT SUBSYSTEMS TO PSEUDO-MODULES: 
3.1. Minimal Path Sets and Cut Sets Through the Simple Coherent 
Subsystems: 
Pseudo-modules and pseudo-modular decompositions are introduced 
from the most general notion, which can be reasonably considered for 
generalizing modules. In particular, the next definition is identi-
cal to the one proposed in [17J for introducing "modularization". 
Convention 3.1: Throughout the following, <C,~l denotes some binary 
<broad-sense) coherent system <see Notations 2.1 and Conventions 
2.7>. In addition, let dEN* and <d > EN*m for some mEN*. 
r r=1, .. ,m ' 
Definition 3.2: A coherent subsystem of degree d of is a 
collection of d (distinct> binary coherent systems defined from M, 
{(M,~r) I r=1, ... d), which satisfies the following conditions: 
< i l there 'exists some binary coherent system, < C' =DuM, K) where 
D = CirEN* I irlR;r=1, ... d}, su~h that: 
< 3 . 1 ) V ~ESC ' ~ < ~ > = K (( ~ < ~M) .' l r -1 d ' ~R) ' r 1r - , ... , 
<iil each component rED is relevant to <C',K). 
Then, <C',.ICl is the corresponding organizing system and M is a 
coherent subset of degree d of <C,~l. 
In addition, a strict coherent subsystem is defined with strict-
sense coherent systems, only (without any further requirement on the 
corresponding organizing system>. 
Definition 3.3: A coherent decomposition of degree <dr>r= 1 , •.• m of 
<C,~l is a collection of coherent subsystems of <C,~l, 
CC<Mr'~rvr) I vr=1, ... ,dr) I r=l, ... m>, 
the following conditions: 
which verifies both of 
<il the collection CMr I r=1, ... ,m} is a partition of some subset 
of C including all the components relevant to <C,~l; 
(iil for every ~ESc, ~(x) = K<<~ <x )) ), 
- rvr -Mr r~l, ... ,m;vr=l, ... ,dr 
for some binary coherent system <C'= U Cr)x{l, ... ,dr},J<), the 
r=l 
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organizing system of the concerned coherent decomposition. 
Furthermore, a strict coherent decomposition of (C,~> is defined 
with some strict coherent subsystems of <C,~> only and its organi-
zing system is itself strict-sense coherent. 
Definition 3.4: A simple coherent subsystem of degree d of 
with respect to the collection of its minimal path <cut> sets is a 
coherent subsystem of degree d of <C,~), {(M,~r) I r=l, ... ,d}, such 
that each minimal path <cut> set of the corresponding organizing 
system, (C'={ir€N* I ir£M; r=l, ... ,d}UM,K>, contains at most a sin-
gle element of C'\M = {ir€N* I ir~M; r=l, ••• ,d}. 
Then, M is a simple coherent subset of degree d of with 
respect to the collection of its minimal path <cut) sets. 
An informal definition for the simple coherent subsystems can be 
easily stated by adding some refinements to the intuitive interpre-
tation proposed in [3] for introducing modules: loosely speaking, a 
simple coherent subsystem of some binary coherent system with res-
pect to the collection of its minimal path <cut) sets is defined 
with any subset of components which can be organized in some subsys-
tems of their own and which affec~ the system only through the 
performance of some of these subsystems, which subsystems depend on 
the other components then functioning (failed> 
system. 
in the complete 
Definition 3.5: A simple coherent decomposition of degree 
(d ) -r r-l, •• ,m of ( c' ~) with respect to the collection of its minimal 
path <cut> sets is a coherent decomposition of degree (dr)r of ( c '~) 
all the elements of which are some simple coherent subsystems of 
<C,~> with respect to the collection of its minimal path <cut> sets. 
Convention 3.6: Let D = {r€N* I r~d}. If DnM = 0 in definitions 3.2 
and 3.4, C' can be defined as follows: C' = DUM. For convenience but 
without loss of generality, this is assumed in what follows. 
Proposition 3.7: Given a binary broad-sense coherent system, <C,~>, 
<i> {(M,~r) I r=l, ... ,d} is a (simple) coherent subsystem of degree 
d of <C,~> (with respect to :Je (~) or :K.<~>) and with an organi-
( i i ) 
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zing system <C' ,K) if and only if { <M,J-1~) I r=1, .•. ,d} is a 
<simple) coherent subsystem of the same degree of <C,~D) <with 
respect to :K.<~D) or ~<~D), respectively) and with an organi-
zing system <C' ,KD). 
{{ (Mr,J-Irv ) I vr=1, •• ,dr} I r=l, ••• ,m} is a <simple> coherent 
r 
decomposition of degree (dr)r of ( c '~) <with respect to 3e ( ~) 
or ~( ~)) and with an organizing system <C' ,Jt) if and only if 
{{ <Mr,J-I~v ) I vr=l, ••. ,dr} I r=l, ••• ,m} is a (simple) coherent 
r 
decomposition ·of the same degree of <C,~D) (with respect to 
~(~D) or ~<~0 >, respectively) and with an organizing system 
<C',J<D>. 
The proof is omitted since this result follows immediately from the 
concerned definitions <see <2.2)): as an indication, for every 
D _ D D 
2l E: Sc ' ~ < ~ > - n < < J-1 r < ~M > > r = 1 , ••• , d ' 2lf1 > • 
Furthermore, when restricted to the strict (simple) coherent 
subsystems and decompositions, the equivalence relations above re-
main valid:· the strict-sense coherence is conserved by duality. 
The next proposition allows to appraise the great generality of 
the simple coherent subsystems and d~compositions. First, some con-
ventions are needed. 
Conventions 3.8: Some natural conventions allow to take into account 
any particular case included in the results and the proofs proposed 
in the following, without any tedious digression: given a finite 
non-empty set I, let D be a subset of I; if D = 0, then, for every 
~E:s 1 , let Ll x. = 0 and TT x. = 1. 
iE:D 1 iE:D 1 
In addition, given some binary systems, (A,~i)' iE:I, for some finite 
non-empty set I, let J-<<<A,~i))iEI) = {<A,~.) I jE:J} for some J c I J 
which satisfies both of the following conditions: 
(1) for every ( i ' j ) E: J2 ' i ,c j ==} ~-l ~ ~j; 
( 2) u {(A,~i)} = u <<A,~.)}. 
iE:I jEJ J 
Proposition 3.9: A simple coherent subsystem (decomposition) of 
with respect to the collection of its minimal path sets can 
always be deduced from a coherent subsystem (decomposition) of 
The same is true with respect to the collection of the mini-
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mal cut sets of <C,~l. 
Proof: This result follows immediately from the previous defini-
tions. With the assumptions stated in definition 3.2, let 
~(Jt) = <Bu I u=1, ... ,h'}, G = {uE{l, .. ,h'} I Bun<C'\Ml;C0} and for 
I< ( ( J-lr ( ~M ) ) r -1 d '~M- > = < ll 
- , .. , uEG 
e<u - T! J-1 r. Then, for every ~ESc, 
rEGu 
< Q( < xM > • n x . > > v < ll n x i > • 
u - iEBunM 1 u€~ iEBu 
Then, it 
coherent 
appears immediately that ~<<<M,e<u))u€G) is a simple 
subsystem of <C,~l with respect to :le<~> <see Definition 
3.4>. Furthermore, the transformation defined above can be easily 
generalized for the coherent decompositions of <C,§l. 
In addition, the existence of a simple coherent subsystem <decompo-
sitionl with respect to ~(~) can be easily deduced, by duality <see 
Proposition 3.7) 0 
Henceforth, this study can be restricted to the simple coherent 
subsystems without yielding any restriction on its application 
domain: the results then obtained can be easily extended with the 
transformation defined in the proof proposed for proposition 3.9. 
The next result plays a central par~ in what follows. 
Theorem 3.10: Let * D = {r€N I r~d}; let 
simple coherent subsystem of degree d of some binary coherent sys-
tem, <C,~l, with respect to the collection of its minimal path <cut) 
sets and with some organizing system (C'=DUM,~l. For every non-empty 
subset A of c, if A is a minimal path <cut) set of <C,§) then, it 
satisfies one of the two following mutually exclusive conditions: 
<3.2> either AnM = 0 and A is a minimal path (cut) set of <C' ,K); 
<3.3) or AnM is a minimal path <cut> set of <M,J-Ir) for some rED 
while {r}U<AnM> is a minimal path <cut) set of <C',~). 
Conversely, if A satisfies (3.2>, then A is a minimal path <cut) set 
of <C,§>; if A satisfies <3.3), then A is a path <cut> set of <C,§l 
which is not necessarily minimal. 
Proof: Let ~ be a simple coherent subsystem of <C,§l with respect 
to ~(~). For every HE :Je<~>, two cases can be distinguished. 
Case 1: HnM = 0; then, by <3.1), ~ = <1H'QD,QRnR>ESc, verifies the 
following relation: in addition, for every 
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y: E: sc , , y: < ~ if and only if ( QM 'Y:A > < < lH 'QR > ; consequently, by 
(3.1), J<.(y:) = ii!<QM,y:A> = 0 and HE: !Je<K) • 
Conversely, by (3.1), if Ac:C satisfies (3.2>' then, 
in addition, for 
every ~ESc, ~ < y: if and only if <QD'~A> < <lA'QD,QAnA>; conse-
quently, by (3.1 >, if!<~> = K<QD'~A> = 0 and AE: :le<§>. 
Case 2: HnM ~ 0; then, by <3.1>, ~ = <<~r<1HnM'QRnM>>rE:D'lHnM'QRnR> 
verifies the following relation: K(~) = ii!<lH'QR> = 1 and there must 
exist some aE:!1eoo such that <la•Q§> .S. ~; consequently, anRc:.HnM; 
indeed, the equality must hold: note <1a'QB> .S. <~D'lanR'QBnM>; so, 
ii!<lHnM'QRnM'lanR'Qi3nA> = K(£D•lanR'Qi3nA> = 1 and <HnM>U<anR> is a 
path set of <C,if!>; therefore, anA~ HnA is inconsistent with HE:~<~> 
and anA must be equal to HnA. 
Let D' = CrE:D I ~r<lHnM'QHnM>=1}; 
that anD' ~ ~ by contraposition: 
then, it can be easily checked 
if anD' = 0", then, anD = 0" and 
by <3.1), K <la'QB> = ii!<QM'1HnM'QRnFJ> = 1; so, HnA would be a path 
set of <C,if!>, which is inconsistent with HE~<§>; so, a= (r}U<HnA> 
<see Definition 3.4> and ~r<1HnM'QRnM> = 1, for some rED'. 
In addition, it can be readily chec~ed that HnME~<~r) by contrapo-
sition: assume there exists some H0 E:~<~r> such that H0 ~ HnM; then, 
H0 U<HnA> ~Hand H0 U<HnA> is a path set of (C,~>, which is inconsis-
tent with HE.1e<~>. 
Conversely, let A satisfy <3.3> for some rED; note 
<1r'QD,Cr}'1AnA'QAnA> .s. <<~s<lAnM'QAnM>>sED'1AnM'QAnA>; 
so, by <3.1), ii!<lA'QA> = 1 and A is a path set of <C,if!> which is not 
necessarily minimal: this can be checked with the simple example 
proposed hereafter. 
First, note the result with respect to %<~> follows immediately by 
duality (see Proposition 3.7> 0 
Example 3.11: Let <C,~) be the binary strict-sense coherent system 
of order 5 defined as follows: let C = CiEN* I i.S.5} and let 
~l (~M) = x 1 x5 v x2 x4 v x 1 x4 and ~ 2 <~M) = x 1 x4 v x2 x5 . 
It can be easily checked that {(M,~r) I r=1,2} is a simple coherent 
subsystem of degree 2 of <C,~> with respect to ~(~) and with an 
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organizing system CC'={1,2,3},X) defined as follows: 
for every ~ES 3 , ~(~) = y 1y 3 v Y2· 
Indeed, <C,~> is the bridge system of order 5 C2; p.9J: 
~(~) = {{1,4);{2,5);{1,3,5);{2,3,4)). 
Let A= {1,3,4); AnM = {1,4H:!Jeqo~ 1 > and {l)U<AnM> = C1,3}E:1Je<J(>; so, 
A satisfies (3.3) and by theorem 3.10, A is a path set of <C,~>; but 
i t is not minima 1 s i nc e { 1 , 4) c. A • 
Remark 3.12: With the same assumptions as in theorem 3.10, 
d 
<3.4) ~(~)C{HE:!JeoniHc::M}UC U {HUH'IHE~<J-.1 >;(r)UH'E:!Je(l<)) 
r=1 r 
d c%c~)C.{KE:'X<J<>IKci~hU< U {KUK'IKE:"(J-.1 >;{r)UK'E:%CM))). 
r=1 r 
Conversely, {HE:~<H> I HcM)c :le<~> ({KE: Xctt> I Kc.M) c !:JG<~> >. 
According to example 3.11, some further conditions are needed for 
ensuring the equality in <3.4). The conditions which are strictly 
necessary are put in evidence with the next corollary and lead to 
the pseudo-modules. 
3.2. Minimal Path Sets and Cut Sets Through Pseudo-Modules: 
' Corollary 3.13: A simple coherent subsystem, ~ =((M,J-.1 > I r€0) r of 
some binary coherent system, <C,~>, with respect to the collection 
of its minimal path <cut> sets, can ensure the equality in <3.4> if 
and only if the minimal path <cut) sets of the corresponding organi-
zing system, CC'=OUM,~>, satisfy the following condition~ 
<3.5> for every such that r ':t s, for every 
CA,A')E:~<J-"r)x!Je<J-.Is) ((A,A'H%<!-"r>x%<1-"s)) and for every 
( B , B ' H ':Je ( K) 2 ( ( B , B ' H % ( H > 2 ) such t h a t < r , s >E: B x B ' , AU ( B n M ) i s 
not strictly included in A'U<B'nM>. 
Proof: Let~ be a simple coherent subsystem of <C,~> with respect 
to !1-8<~>. First, that <3.5> is necessary for ensuring the equality 
in <3.4> can be easily shown by contraposition. Assume there exist 
some <r,s)€02 , some <A,A'>E:~(J-.Ir)x~(J-.Is) and some <B,B'>E:jeq.c.> 2 such 
that: r #: s, <r,s>E:BxB' and H = AU<BnM> is strictly included in 
H' = A'U<B'nM>; now, Hand H' satisfy <3.3>; consequently, by theo-
rem 3.10, both of them are some path sets of <C,~>; so, the 
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assumptions cannot ensure the equality in <3.4). 
Conversely, 
rem 3. 10, 
assume $. satisfies (3.5); let A c.C; according to thea-
' 
it suffices to show that if A satisfies (3.3)' then, 
AE:~(~). Indeed, A is a path set of <C,~>, by theorem 3.10; so, it 
suffices to show that A is minimal; this can be done by contraposi-
tion. Assume there exists some HE:~(~) such that H ~A. 
If HnM = 0, then, by theorem 3.10, HnME: :1e<N.> (see <3.2>), which is 
inconsistent with {r}UCAnM>E: :le<K> <see <3.3>) since HnMc.AnM; con-
sequently, H must intersect M and by theorem 3.10, HnME:~<~s), for 
some sED. If r = s, HnM must be equal to AnM since both of them are 
some minimal path sets of (M,~r) and {r}UCHnM> must be equal to 
{r}U<AnM> since both of them are some minimal path sets of <C' ,K); 
but these equalities are inconsistent with the assumption, H ~A. 
Therefore, r must be different from s; 
({s}U<HnM>,{r}U<AnM>>E ~<K> 2 and H ~A, which is inconsistent with 
<3.5>. So, A must be a minimal path set of <C,~) and the equality 
must hold in (3.4). 
The corresponding result with respect to ~(~) follows 
by duality <see Proposition 3.7) D 
immediately 
Definition 3.14: A pseudo-module of'degree d of <C,~> with respect 
to the collection of its minimal ,path <cut> sets is a simple cohe-
rent subsystem of degree d of <C,~) with respect to the same collec-
tion of sets, {(M,~r) I r=1, ... ,d}, such that the minimal path <cut) 
sets of the corresponding organizing system <defined by <3.1)), 
<C'={i EN* 
r 
<3.6> for 
then, 
I ir!M; r=l, ... ,d}UM,Kl, satisfy the following condition: 
every <r,s>E:{uE:N* I u~d} 2 , r ~ s, if there exists some 
< <A, A' > E X<~ r > x 'J<. ( ~ s > > sue h that A c. A' , 
for every <8,8' )€ 'le<K> 2 ( (8,8' l€ 'j(,(Kl 2 J such that 
<ir,islE:BxB', BnM is not included in or equal to 8'nM. 
Then, M is a pseudo-modular subset of degree d of <C,~l with respect 
to the collection of its minimal path <cut) sets. 
A strict pseudo-module of <C,~l is defined with a strict simple 
coherent subsystem of <C,~l. 
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Definition 3.15: A pseudo-modular decomposition of degree 
(d ) of <C,~) with respect to the collection of its minimal r r=l, •. ,m 
path <cut> sets is a coherent decomposition of degree (dr)r of <C,~) 
all the elements of which are some pseudo-modules of <C,§> with 
respect to the collection of its minimal path (cut) sets. 
A strict pseudo-modular decomposition of <C,§> is defined with a 
strict coherent decomposition of <C,§>. 
The next result follows immediately from <2.2> and proposition 3.7. 
Proposition 3.16: The relations of duality stated in proposition 3.7 
for the simple coherent subsystems and the simple coherent decompo-
sitions remain valid for the pseudo-modules and the pseudo-modular 
decompositions, respectively. 
The next result follows from corollary 3.13 and extends some 
well-known relations for modules [3J.Indeed, the condition (3.6) is 
somewhat stronger than <3.5> and the pseudo-modules allow to avoid 
any duplication of the minimal path (cut> sets in the right-hand 
term of the inclusion <3.4>. 
Corollary 3.17: Let C<M,~r) I r=l,J •• ,d} be a pseudo-module of 
degree d of some binary coherent system, <C,§>, with respect to the 
collection of its minimal path <cut) sets and with an organizing 
system <C' ,~>; then, 
d 
<a> !1-e<~> = CHE:le<tt)/Hc.M>U< U CHUH'IHE::Je<~ >;Cr>UH'E~O~)}) 
r=l r 
d 
< % < ~ > = C K E % < ~ > I K c. M > U < U C KUK ' IKE 'lG < ~ > ; C r >UK ' E jG < ~ > > > > ; 
r=l r 
(b) for every r = 1, ... , d, 
<c) 
~ ( ~ ) 
r 
(% ( J-l.r) 
:1f(M) = 
(% 00 = 
= CHnM;t:0 I HE !1e<§> :Cr>U<HnM>E!1e<ll» 
= C KnM;t:~ I KE% < § > : C r >U < KnM > € %<If> > > ; 
d 
CHE !Je<§>!Hc M>U< U CCr>U<HnM>IH€ je<~> :HnME ~<~ >}) 
r=l . r 
d CKE%<~)/Kc::M>U< U CCr>U<KnM>IKE!:fG<~>:KnME'Xq~ »»; 
r=l r 
The next corollary follows immediately. 
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Corollary 3.18: Let {{(Mr'~rvr) I vr=1, ••• ,dr} I r=l, ••• m} be a 
pseudo-modular decomposition of <C,g?) with respect to !:1e <~> < !1G (~) > 
and with an organizing system <C' ,~>; then, 
:re<~> = { U H IH'E:!1eOt>;Hr e:!Je<~r >,vr=1, .• ,dr,r=1, .• ,m} (r,vr>E:H' rvr vr vr 
<X<~>= { U K IK'E:X<Jt>;K e:%<~ ),vr=1, .• ,dr,r=l, •. ,m}), ( ) e: K , r v r v r vr r,vr r r 
Once again, no restriction but only some refinement has been 
introduced with the pseudo-modules: 
proposition. 
this is shown with the next 
Proposition 3.19: A pseudo-module <pseudo-modular decomposition> of 
with respect to the collection of its minimal path sets can 
always be deduced from a coherent subsystem <coherent decomposition> 
of The same is true with respect to the collection of the 
minimal cut sets of <C,§>. 
Proof: According to proposition 3.9, it suffices to show that a 
pseudo~module of <C,§> with respect to~(~) (jG(~)) can always be 
deduced from a simple coherent subsystem of <C,§> with respect to 
:1e<~> <!1G<§>>. Indeed, this can be d?ne by reiterating the transfor-
mation defined hereafter until pseudo-modularity is verified. 
Let ~ = {(M,~r) I r€0} be a simple coherent subsystem of <C,~) with 
respect to !Je<§> < %<§>) and with an organizing system <C'=OUM,M.>. 
Assume there exist some <r,s>e:o 2 , some <A,A'>E:'Je<~r>x:le<~s) 
((A,A'>E:%<~r)x ~<~s)) and some <B,B'>E::le<ll> 2 ((8,B'>E:ltot> 2 > such 
that: r 1: s, <r,s>E:BxB', Ac::A' and BnMcB'nM. For convenience but 
without loss of generality, <r,s), <A,A') and <B,B' > are assumed to 
be unique. Then, le<§> < j{,<§> > =.It \{A'U<B'nM> }, where Jt coincides 
with the right-hand term of the inclusion <3.4) <see Corollary 3.13 
and its proof). Two cases can be distinguished at first for 
determining a pseudo-module, 
~(§) ( %<§>). 
Case 1: l{HE::1e<K> I sE:H}I = 1 
J(1 = (~\{(M,~s)}lUC<M,~~> 
with ~(~') = ~(~ ) \{A'} if 
s s 
I 
<%(}..1') =%(~)\{A'} if 
s s 
.AC 1 or A 2 , of <C,§> with respect to 
<I {KE: %0<.) I sE:K} I = 1); then, let 
~' ~0 s ( ~ ~~ 1 ) } 
I ~(~s) I > 1 ' ~, - o, otherwise. s 
l%<rts)l > 1 ' 1-l ' s - 1 ' otherwise). 
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Jt1 is a simple coherent subsystem of <C,~) with respect to 
< :K. (~)): as an indication, for every ~ESC' 
( K < J-1 ~ < ~M > ' < ~-'u < ~M > > u E: D ' { s} '~M > if J-1 ~ ~ 0 < J-1 ~ ~ 1 > ~ (~) = 
~((J-Iu(~M>>uE:D\{s} '~M> otherwise, 
where the binary coherent system <C"=C'\{s},~) is defined as fol-
lows: ~(~) = ~(JC)\{8'}. <%<~> = "(JCh{B'}). 
Case 2: I {HE: ~(JC) I sE:H} I > 1 (I CKE: ~(It) I sE:K} I > 1); then, the 
system <C",~) must be defined, in a more general way, as follows: 
( 3 • 7 ) ~ ( ~ ) = jf (I' ) ' { H E: '!1e Ot ) I s E: H } ( :1( ( ~ ) = % (K ) ' { K E: :JG ( K ) I s E: K } ) ; 
let ..-\( 2 = ~ 1 U< <M,J-Id+ 1 ) I J-ld+ 1 ~J-Ir} with !1-e (J-Id+ 1 > = CA'} 
<~ (J-Id+ 1 ) = {A'}). So, J-ld+ 1 = J-lr if and only if 1!16 (J-Ir) I = 1 
< I~ ( J-lr ) I = 1) and A = A' • 
If ~-'d+ 1 ~ J-lr' then, for every ~ESc, 
( (3 < J-1 d + 1 < ~M > ' J-1 ~ < ~M > ' < J-1 u < ~M ) ) u E: D ' { s } ' ~M > if J-1' ~ 0 (J-1' ~ 1) s s ~(X) = 
- (3'(J-Id+1<!M) ,(J-Iu(~M))uE:D\{s} '~M) otherwise, 
where the binary coherent systems <C'U{d+1},(3) and <C"U{d+1},(3') can 
be defined as follows <see (3.7)): :1e<!3> = 'ie<J<.>U~ and 
~ ( (3 ' ) = 'J.e ( ~) U '! ( ~ ( (3 ) = :1G ( K ) U ~ and j{. ( (3 ' ) = ~ ( oc> U ~ for 
~ = {{d+1}UHI{s}UHE:!re<K> ;H:;tB'nMl <cg = {{d+DUKI{s}UKE:%0<) ;K:#B'nM}). 
If J-ld+ 1 = J-lr' then, for every ~ESc,-, 
( ( <' J-1 ~. < !M > ' < J-1 u < !M ) ) u E: D , C s } ' ~M > ~(~) = 
1 ((J-Iu<!M>>ue:D,{s} '~M) 
if J-1' ~ 0 (J-l' ~ 1) 
s s 
otherwise, 
where the binary coherent systems (C',l> and <C",I') can be defined 
as follows <see <3.7>>:'1e<l> =:1-eu~.>u't and -:le<r'> =~<~>U~ 
<!1G <r> = ~ <K>Ut and X<r' > = :1<. <~>u ~ > for 
e = {{r}UH I {s}UHE: :1e<K> ;H:;tB'nM} < ~ = {{r}UK I {s}UKE: !JG<~> ;K:;tB'nM} >. 
In addition, the pseudo-modularity of ~1 or of ~2 now appears 
immediate (see (3.6>) CJ 
Example 3.20: A pseudo-module~ of <C,~) with respect to je(~) can 
be easily determined from the simple coherent subsystem defined in 
example 3.11: let ~<~ 1 > = !1e<J-l 1 )\{(1,4}} and ~2 = J-1 2 ; then, 
~ = {(M,~r) I r=1,2) and its organizing system is equal to <C' .~>. 
Remark 3.21: Indeed, a pseudo-module of <C,~) with respect to je(~) 
<~<~>) can be considered as a coherent subsystem with respect to 
!1'<~> <'Je<§>>, only <see Example 3.20). But, by proposition 3.19, a 
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pseudo-module of <C,~l with respect to ~<~> can always be deduced 
from a pseudo-module of <C,~l with respect to ~<~> and conversely. 
3.3. Pseudo-Modules Versus Modules; Some Simple Examples: 
Remark 3.22: That pseudo-modules are much more general than modules 
appears immediately: a module <modular decomposition) of <C,~l is a 
pseudo-module <pseudo-modular decomposition) of degree 1 <lESm) of 
<C,~>, both with respect to !1e<~> and jt (~). Consequently, any 
"trivial module" [3J <i.e. defined from a singleton of C relevant to 
or from a subset of C including the set of the components 
relevant to <C,~)) is a trivial pseudo-module of <C,~) 
respect to !re<~l and :JC<§>. 
both with 
In an alternative way, the great generality of pseudo-modules with 
respect to modules can be easily appraised by considering some 
simple systems which are well known for not admitting any module 
except the trivial ones. 
Examples 3.23: This is the case of the "bridge system" of order 5 
(see example 3.11). However, it in~ludes a <strict) pseudo-modular 
decomposition of degree <2,1> 
(i) with respect to the collection of its minimal path sets: 
{~}U{{({3},a)}} where the pseudo-module~ has been defined in 
example 3.20 while for every xES, a<x> = x; 
(iil with respect to the collection of its minimal cut sets: 
- D {{(M,~r) I r=1,2};{<M,~ 3 ))) where ~l = ~ 1 , ~ 3 = ~ and for every 
~MESM' ~ 2 <~M) = <x 1 v x2 ><x 4 v x5 >; the corresponding organi-
zing system, relies upon a parallel-series 
stru.cture: H.' _ uD 
- ,.. ' where the structure function )(. 
defined in example 3.11. 
The bridge system has been equally considered in [7J in 
show that even if :JM<~<~>> and ':JM<!1C<~)) satisfy the 
has been 
order to 
incompara-
bleness conditions <2.3>, they may not be the collections of the 
minimal path sets and of the minimal cut sets of the same binary 
coherent system and consequently, M may not be a modular subset for 
the concerned system (see Remark 2.14). 
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Examples 3.24: As it is well known, any k-aut-af-n system [2J does 
nat admit any module ather than the trivial ones. However, such 
systems admit same pseudo-modules and even same pseudo-modular 
decompositions which are nat trivial. 
Far instance, the fallowing strict pseudo-modular decomposition of 
degree 3, .M. 1 = {(C,J-lr) I r=l,2,3}, can be easily detected with 
respect to the collection of the minimal path sets of the 2-aut-af-4 
system: far every ~e:s 4 , J-1 1 <~> = x 1 x2 v x3 x4 , J-1 2 <~> = x 1 x3 v x2 x 4 and 
J-1 3 <~> = x1 x4 v x2 x3 ; of course, the corresponding organizing system, 
M((J-l (x)) -1 2 3 1 = r - r- , , 
upon a parallel-structure: 
3 
ll J-lr(25). 
r=l 
far every ~Es4 , 
Another finer pseudo-modular decomposition of degree <2,2> with res-
pect to the same collection can be defined as fallows: let M = {1,2} 
and ~2 = {{(M,J-lls) I s=l,2};C<M,J-l 2 s> I s=1,2}}, where far every 
~ESC' J-l11<~M) = xlx2' J-l12<~M 1 = xl v x2' J-l21<~R 1 = x3x4' and 
J-l 22 <~M) = x3 v x4 . Its organizing system, <C'=CC1,2} 2 ,K>, is imme-
diate: far every ~ES 4 , K<~> = y 11 v v12Y22 v Y21 . 
In addition, it can be easily checked that J/. 2 is also a strict 
pseudo-modular decomposition with respect to the collection of the 
minimal cut sets with an arganizin~ system, <C',K'), defined as 
fallows: far every ~e:s 4 , J('(~l = <y 11 v y 22 ><y 12 v Y21>. 
The next result extends the transitivity property verified by 
modules. 
Proposition 3.25: The relation "to be a coherent subsystem of" as 
also the relations "to be a simple coherent subsystem of" and "to be 
a pseudo-module of", defined with respect to the collection of the 
minimal path <cut) sets, are transitive: as an indication, in terms 
of pseudo-modules, far any binary coherent system, ( c '§) ' and far 
every pseudo-module of <C,§> with respect to !:le<§> <!1<. <§>), 
cht = C<M,J-1 l I rED}, if far same Lc:M, some EcN*, same covering 
r 
<Er I rED} of E and 
C ( L' O<u) I uEE), the 
module of <M,J-lr) with 
then, 
some collection of (distinct> systems, 
collection ./1; = {(L,O<u ) r I uEEr) is a pseudo-
respect to ~(J-lr) (~ (J-lr))' rED respectively, 
is a pseudo-module of degree lEI ~ ~ IE 1 1 
rED 
of 
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<C,~) with respect to ~(~) <X<~>). 
Proof: The result in terms of the coherent subsystems appears 
immediate: for every ~ESc, 
~<~> = K«f-l,<~M>>rED'~M) = x«a,«a<u<~L>>uEE '~Mn[))rED'~M) 
r 
= oc < < ocu < ~L ) ) u E E ' ~[ ) ' 
for some binary coherent systems <C'=DUM,Kl and <E 1 U<[nM> ,a 1 >, 
the organizing systems for the concerned coherent subsystems. 
rED, 
Therefore, if ~ and ~~ are some simple coherent subsystems of 
rED respectively, 
tion of their minimal path sets, then, 
with respect to the collec-
it appears immediately that 
is itself a simple coherent subsystem of 
<C"=EUL,a<l with respect to ~(a<l; (C',K) is its organizing system 
and by theorem 3.10 <see <3.4)), 
( 3 '8) :ie<a<lc{HE::7e<K> I HeM) U < U {HUH' I HE~<a l;{r)UH'E:~(H.))). 
rED r 
So, for every AE ~(a<), AnE is either empty or equal to HnE, for some 
now, <E 1 U[,a 1 > is the organizing system of 
the simple coherent subsystem $ 1 of <M,J-( 1 ) with respect to ~(f-l 1 >; 
therefore, for every AE !le<a<), IAnEt S 1 and {(L,a< 1 > I rE:E) is a 
simple coherent subsystem of <C,~> with respect to ~(~). 
In addition, the pseudo-modularity a'f .M. and of <Jt1 , rED, ensures 
the same property for {(L,a<u) I uEE). This can be easily checked by 
contraposition: assume there exists <u,v>EE2 , <A,A'>E'le<a<u)x :Je(a<v) 
and <8,8')€~(a<) 2 such that u:;. v, Ac.A', <u,v>E8x8' and 8n[c.8'n[; 
if (u,v>EE; for some rED, then, by (3.8), 
<{u)U<8n[nM> ,{v)U<8nCnM> >E le<a >2 and 8n[nM c8'n[nM; 
r so' 
assumptions are inconsistent with the pseudo-modularity of ~1 ; 
the 
if <u,v>EErxEs for some (r,s>ED 2 such that r 'i- s, then, by <3.8> and 
corollary 3.17, <AU<8n[nM> ,A'U<8'n[nM> lE !1e<J-(1 lx ~(f-ls); in addition, 
by <3.8>, ({r)U<BnM> ,{s)U<B'nM> >E ~<K> 2 ; but, AU<8n[nM>c:: A'U<B'n[nM> 
and snR c:: 8' nR; so, the assumptions are inconsistent with the 
pseudo-modularity of J( . Consequently, 
pseudo-module of <C,~l with respect to 
{(L,a<r) I rEE) must be a 
~(~) and the corresponding 
result with respect to X<~> follows immediately by duality 
Propositions 3.7 and 3.16) 0 
<see 
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Remark 3.26: As coherence <see <2.4)) and modules, the <simple> 
coherent subsystems and the pseudo-modules can be characterized in 
terms of life functions by extending to some larger domain and range 
their definitions in terms of structure functions. As an indication, 
with the assumptions stated in definition 3.3, let ~, ~rv and ~' be 
r 
and <C' ,K) <C,~>, <M,~rv ), 
-+ r 
respectively; for every uER <see Definition 2.16>, 
the 1 i fe functions of 
J(.( ( ~ 0 J M ) < ) E C ' ) 
rvr -u r r,vr 
J 0~ = ~·J u -u = 
= H.((Ju.-c.rv )(r v >EC') = 1 uo't'o('trvr)(r,vr>E:C'' where 
r ' r 
for every r = 1 , ••• , m and every ~ ER+ 1 C 1 , JuMr < ~ > = < J < t · » · EM · 
u 1 1 r 
4. GENERALIZED "NETWORK REPRESENTATIONS": 
Both of the theorems proposed in this section yield some genera-
lizations for the "network representations" proposed in [3] for the 
binary 
module. 
<strict-sense> coherent systems which contain a {strict> 
. . 
They are stated with conventions 3.8 and illustrated with 
figures 1 and 2. 
Theorem 4.1: Jtf.= {(M,~r) I rED}, wher'e D = {rEN* I r~d}, is a simple 
coherent subsystem <pseudo-module>· of degree d of some binary broad-
sense coherent system, <C,~), with respect to the collection of its 
minimal path sets, :Je(~)' if and only if there exist same binary 
semi-coherent systems, <M,~> and <M,~r)' rE:D, such that: 
{ .kf. } U { eM.' = { < M, o<> E 'J- < < < M, "r > > rED , < M, '1 > > I()( ~0; ()( ~ 1 } I .Nf.' ;t~) 
is a simple coherent decomposition <pseudo-modular decomposition> of 
degree <d,d') of <C,~> with respect to ~(~) and verifies the falla-
wing relations: d' ~ d+l and 
d 
Furthermore, let <C' ,K) be 
ll ~ ( xM ) ~ ( xM- ) • 
r=1 r - r -
the organizing system far .M.. 
< 4 • 1 > 'tl ~ESc , ~ < ~ > = 'IJ < ~M > v 
<M,'1) is only semi-coherent if and only if 'IJ = o, which in its turn 
is equivalent to the fallowing condition: far every BE 'je (Jt) , 
BnD ~ 0 (far every HE~(~), HnM ~ 0>. For each rED, <M,~r) is only 
semi-coherent if and only if "r - 1, which in its turn is equivalent 
to the fallowing condition: CrH 'Je<K> ( ~(~ ) c je(~)). 
r 
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Proof: To show that the existence of the simple coherent subsystem 
~ implies the existence of some simple coherent decomposition of 
( c '§) with respect to ~( §)' it suffices to consider the ( d+ 1) 
binary systems <M,\Jr)' rED, and < R '" > defined as follows: 
( 4. 2) for every rED and for every ~MESM' 
'~~r(~M) = 1 ¢=::::=;> 3BE~()() rEB and <1anRd2§nR> ~ x-
-M 
\J(~R> = 1 ~ 3BE!Je<~e> anD = ~ and < la' Q§nR> ~ x-
-M . 
For every ~ESC' ~ ( ~) = 1 if and only if <lH'Q.H> ~ ~' for some 
HE~<§>; so, by theorem 3.10, there is some subset H of C such that: 
( 4. 3) either HnM = rp, < X -• 
- -M' 
and {r}U<HnM>E ~(K), for some rED, while <.lH,QR> ~ ~· 
By <4.2), this yields the following equality: 
Conversely, by (4.2>' for every ~ESc, if (4.4) holds, (4.3) must 
equally hold for some Hc::C; and by theorem 3.10, if H satisfies 
(4.3)' consequen-
tly, § ( ~ ) = 1 and ( 4. 1 ) h o 1 d s . 
The semi-coherence of <M,~) is obvious: by <4.1>, 
< 4 • 5 > for every ~R E SM , " < ~M > = § < ~M ' ~M > ; 
' in addition, by (4.1), ~ = 1 if and only if§- 1, which is inconsis-
tent with the broad-sense coherence of <C,~>. So, is only 
semi-coherent if and only if ~ = 0 <see Remark 2.6), which by <4.2>, 
is equivalent to the following condition: for every BE~(~), 
( M, ~ > 
<M,J-t 1 > <M'"1) D = {rEN* I r~d} 
E = {rED I r~e} 
l ( M' 1-l e) <M,Ve) r I < M' 1-l e+ 1) j 
E = {rED I r.?.e+1} :t 0 
Figure 1: Representation of the Organizing system for a Simple 
Coherent Subsystem of with respect to 
{ <M,}-lr) I rE:D} <see Theorem 4.1 and (4.8)). 
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BnD t= ~. But, by <4.5>; if v~ 0, <M,v> must be broad-sense coherent. 
For each rED respectively, by (4.2>, (M,Vr) is semi-coherent; in 
addition, Vr = 0 if and only if r is irrelevant to <C',~), which is 
inconsistent with the degree exactly equal to d which has been 
assumed for the simple coherent subsystem~; therefore, 
only semi-coherent if and only if v = 1 <see Remark 2.6), which by r 
(4.2)' is equivalent to the following condition: {r)€~<K>. But, by 
<4.2), if vr ~ 1, then, <M,Vr) must·be broad-sense coherent. 
Consequently, { ..7t I vf = c¥. or cht'; Jd.'-::1-(/) is a simple coherent decom-
position of <C,~) of degree (d,d') with respect to ~(~) <see defi-
nition 3.4>; obviously, d' = IEI+l ~ d+l, where E = {r€D I vr~1). 
Concerning the particular case when~ is a pseudo-module of <C,~), 
first, note <4.1> can be obtained directly by equivalence since 
corollary 3.17 then holds; indeed, ( M, V r > , rED, and < M, V > . 
as follows <see <4.2> >: 
then can 
be defined, in an alternative way, 
(4.6> for every rED and for every ~M€SM' 
-Jr<~M> = 1 ~ 3H€ !1e<~> :. HnME~<J-lr> and <1HnMd2RnR> .S. 
V<~M> = 1 ~ 3HE~<~> : HnM = r;1 and <1H'QRnM> ~ ~R· 
In addition, that the pseudo-modularity of tAt ensures the 
X- • 
-M' 
same 
property for ~' appears immediate: first, note it suffices to check 
that ~' satisfies (3.6) for ~very couple (r,s>€E2 such that 
* only; let (C"=D'UM,oc>, for some D'c N such that ID' I = d' 
and D'nM = ((J, be the organizing system for the simple coherent 
subsystem ...\('; now, it suffices to note that for every rEE, A€ !1e<J-lr) 
<BE~<vir>) if and only if {ir)UA€ !re<oc> 
irED' such that \). - oJ <see (4.1)} 0 1r r 
< { r ) UB € ~ < Jt l > , for some 
The next result follows immediately from theorem 4.1, by duality 
(see Propositions 3.7 and 3.16>; as an indication, <4.1) is equiva-
the following relation: for every 
d 
'\) D ( ~-M > TT ( J-l D < ~M ) v '11 D ( xM- ) > . 
r= 1 r r -
Theorem 4. 2: tM'. = { ( M, J-lr l I rED), where D = { r EN* I r ~d), is a simp 1 e 
coherent subsystem <pseudo-module> of degree d of some binary broad-
.sense coherent system, <C,~l, with respect to the collection of its 
minimal cut sets, if and only if there exist some binary 
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semi-coherent systems, <M,~> and <M,~r)' rED, such that: 
{~}U{Jt'={(M,cx>E ';r<«M,\1r))rED'<M,\1l)lcx;;!:0; cx;;!:l} I eM.':#~} 
is a simple coherent decomposition (pseudo-modular decomposition> of 
degree <d,d') of <C,~> with respect to %<~> and verifies the follo-
wing relations: d' i d+1 and 
d 
< 4. 7) 'v' ~ESC, ~ < ~) = '11 ( ~M-) • TI < P. < ~M) v \1 < xM- > ) • 
r= 1 r r -
Furthermore, let < C' ,It) be the organizing system for ~ . 
<M,Vl is only semi-coherent if and only if \1 ~ 1, which in its turn 
is equivalent to the following condition: for every BE~(~), 
BnD ~ 0 <for every KE ~<~>, KnM ~ 0>. For each rED, <M,~r) is only 
semi-coherent if and only if \1 ~ 0, which in its turn is equivalent 
r 
to the following condition: {r}E~(Jt) <%<J-Ir>c.:K<~». 
Remark 4.3: <4.1> ((4.7)) can be respectively re-stated as follows 
<see Figures 1 and 2>: let E = 
< 4 • 8 > 'V ~ESc , ~ < ~ > = \1 < ~M > v 
{ r E D I " r ;;!: 1 } < E = { r E D I " ;;!:0 } > • r ' 
ll J-1 < xM > "11 r < ~M) > v < ll_ P.r < ~M) ) 
rEE r - rEE 
<~<~> = "<~M> • < rr (J-Ir<~M> v "r<~M> > > • < TT_ J-lr<~M> > > · 
rEE rEE 
In addition, <M,\1) and <M,\)r)' rEE, are uniquely defined from the 
simple coherent subsystem eM. of <C,~> with respect to !re<~> <%<~>> 
by the following relations <see (4.2)): if " ~ 0 (" ~ 1 ) ' 
(4.9) !1e<"'1> = {BE!Je<K> I B eM}; ~(\)r) = { BnR::;e~ I BE !:Je<K> :rEB} 
<X.<\7) = {BE%<K> I B c Fb; 'X<\)r) = { BnR:;=~ I BE: ~(fl) :rE:B}). 
And for the particular case when ,)t is a pseudo-module of ( c' ~) with 
respect to ~(~) <X<~>), by <4.6): 
<4.10) :fe<-J> = {HE:1t<~>IHcM}; :Je<\1 > = 
r 
{HnM:;t~IHE ::fe<~> :HnME !re<J-1 >} 
r 
<5t<-J> = {KE:%<~>1KcM}; %<'1) > = 
r 
{ K n M:¢ ~I K E: !1( < ~ l : K n M E % < J-1 ,- ) } > . 
<M,J-11) <M,J-Ie) 
<R,"> <M,J-Ie+l> ---i <M,p.d) ~ 
<M,'IIl> <R,~e) 
D = CrEN* I rid} and E = CrE:D I rie}; E :;t ~. 
Figure 2: Representation of the Organizing system for a Simple 
Coherent Subsystem of <C,~) with respect to 
C<M,J-1 ) I rED} <see Theorem 4.2 and (4.8)). 
r 
% (if!)' 
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Notations 4.4: For any collection of subsets of C, ~ 
Jt-MnM = vt-Mn kM. 
In particular, X M = X ( ~ ) M ' :1e MM = 
j(MM = !1CMn%M. 
Remark 4.5: An important consequence for theorems 4.1 and 4.2 is the 
following: any non-empty subset of C, relevant to CC,~>, can be a 
pseudo-modular subset of with respect to c%c~». 
Indeed, by proposition 3.19, it suffices to check this result holds 
for the <simple> coherent subsets (see (4.8>>: by <2.1> (see Remark 
2.11 and Conventions 3.8), for every ~ESc , 
~<!i> = < Ll 11riM<~M> >v< ll -,riM<~M>1riM<~M> >v< ll "' IM<~M> > 
rEEM rEDMnM rEEM r 
<~<~> = < rt e IM<~M>>< TT <e IM<~M> v e ;f1<~M>>> < TT eriM<~M>>> 
rEEM r rEDMnM r r rEEM 
where for every A = M, M or MnM, DA = { r= 1, .. , h I Hr E ::leA) 
<DA = {r=1, .• ,k I KrE XA)l; for every A= M or M, EA = DA'DMnM and 
~riA ceriA> denotes the restriction of 'r <er> to SA' r = 1, ... ,h 
<r = 1, ... ,k) respectively. 
In addition, if for every < A , A ' >~ !1e ~ M such that 
A¢:. A', AnM ¢:. A'nM, then, {(M, "lriM_).' I rEDM) ({(M,eriM) I rEDM)) is 
a pseudo-module of degree I!JeMI ( I~MI) of <C,i]?> with respect to 
Such pseudo-modules are retained henceforth as the 
"trivial pseudo-modules" <see Remark 3.22). 
Remark 4.6: Another consequence for theorems 4.1 and 4.2 is that the 
simple coherent subsystems as also the pseudo-modules generally 
cannot enjoy loneliness: as soon as a (simple coherent subsystem) 
pseudo-module is identified, a (simple coherent decomposition) 
pseudo-modular decomposition is determined. 
When restricted to the modular subsets, this implication is false: 
some conditions are needed on ~(~) and X<~> for ensuring the 
modularity of the complement of a modular subset. These conditions 
have been proved in [7] with some set arguments but they can be 
deduced, in a shorter way, from theorems 4.1 and 4.2: let M be a 
pseudo-modular subset of <C,~); M and M are two <pseudo-) modular 
subsets (of degree 1> of <C,~) if and only if their corresponding 
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modules verify one of the following mutually exclusive relations 
<see <4.8>>: either V~ESC' qi(~) = j-((~M> v >J<~M> or v~ESC' 
qi(~) = ~(~M> ~(~M)' which is equivalent to the following condition 
[ 7 J : either , :Je MM = ~ or !1C MM = ~ · 
The next corollary is proposed without proof since it results 
immediately from theorems 4.1 and 4.2 
conventions 3.8>. 
<see Definition 3.5 and 
Corollary 4.7: Let <C,qi> be some binary (broad-sense) coherent sys-
tem; a simple coherent decomposition of degree (d,d') < (d,d' >EN*2 > 
of with respect to :Je< q; > < ~ ( q;) ) can be defined from the 
partition <M,M} of C if and only if there exist some binary broad-
sense coherent systems, 
the following relations: 
( i ) d = I 1 ( ( ( M' ~r) >rED) I and d' = l:f < < <M,>Jr) >rED') 1 ; 
( i i ) let D2 = DnD', Dl = D ,D 2 and D -3 - D' ,D 2 ; then, for every ~ESC' 
~ ( ~) = ( ll ~r<~M)) v ( ll j-(r < ~M) ..;) ( Xfii)) v ( ll 'J (xM)) 
rED 1 rED2 
r - rED r -
3 
(qi(~) = ( n ~ r ( ~M ) > " ( T"! ( J-l. ( ~M ) v 'J ( XM ) ) ) . ( rr ..;) < xM > > > • 
rED 1 rED r r - rED r -2 3 
5. SOME SET-CHARACTERIZATIONS; 
TWO STRONG CASES FOR THE PSEUDO-MODULARITY: 
5.1. Some Tests for the Simple Coherent Subsystems and for the 
Pseudo-Modules: 
Notations 5.1: Given two collections of subsets of C, ~ and ~, 
.fi; U".f;l = <AUB I A€ A, BE$}. 
The next theorem and its corollaries generalize the well-known 
"test for modularity" proposed in C3;theorem 4.3J and proved in set 
terms in C7J. It is stated with notations 2.13 _and 4.4. 
Theorem 5.2: <"Tests for the Simple Coherent Subsystems"> 
A non-empty subset M of C, relevant to some binary broad-sense cohe-
rent system, <C,qi>, is a simple coherent subset of degree d of <C,~l 
with respect to the collection of its minimal path <cut) sets if and 
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only if there exist some collection of path <cut) sets of <C,~), .7t, 
and d non-empty sub-collections of rJt ;//;r' r = 1, ... ,d, which 
satisfy the following conditions: let D = {rEN* I r~d}; 
( 5. 1 ) 
( 5. 2) 
( 5. 3) 
(5.4) 
!:feM c .,t ( %M c:: r7f;) 
for every rED, ~~ 
conditions <2.3>; 
d 
and .A:= .;t M = U .:A>-, ; 
r=1 
satisfies the incomparable-ness 
for every (r,s>ED 2 , if r ~ s then, 'jM(o?f;1 ) ~ 'JMc.Jts>; 
for every rED and for every <A,A' >E vf;;:, <AnM>U<A'nM>E fi;,. 
Proof: First, that any simple coherent subset of degree d of <C,~> 
with respect to ~(~) ( ~(~)) satisfies the conditions <5.1) to 
<5.4) follows immediately from theorems 3.10, 4.1 and 4.2. Indeed, 
it suffices to consider the following collections <see (3.4)): 
Jt= d ,t-( 5. 5) u with 
r=l r 
VrEE, c7t = !:Je(J-1 ,u..':Je(-.1) ( tJf; r = ';K.(J-1 >'U.'X<" )) r r r r r 
\frEE, ut, = ~ ( J-1,) ( .,t, = %<J-Ir)). 
where EcD is defined as in remark 4.3 while the binary coherent 
systems <M,~ 1 ), rEE, and <M,~) have been defined in <4.9) from the 
concerned simple coherent subsystem,~= {(M,J-1 1 ) I rED}. 
Conversely, by theorems 4.1 and 4.~, it suffices to show that the 
conditions (5.1) to <5.4) can ensure the existence of some binary 
coherent systems which verify (4.8). By proposition 3.7, it suffices 
to check it for some collections of path sets of for 
instance. 
First, let A€ J;, for some rED; if A eM, then, by <5.4), for every 
A'E-k1 , <A'nM>U<AnM> = A'nME,t1 ; consequently, by <5.2>, A' must be 
included in M. So, there exists some subset E of D such that: 
( 5. 6) and 
Second, ( 5. 2) and <5.4) ensure the existence of some binary broad-
sense coherent systems, <M,J-1 1 ), rED, and <M,~ 1 ), rEE, respectively 
defined as follows: 'Je<J-1 1 ) = ~M< .A;,> and ~<~ 1 ) = ':1M( vt,>. To 
check i t ' it suffices to show that these collections satisfy the 
incomparableness conditions <2.3>. 
must be distinguished: 
According to <5.6), two cases 
- if E ~ D, for every rEE, ~ M ( vt,) = rJt <see r 
- if E 1:- 0, let rEE and assume there is some 
(5.2)); 
<A A'>EA' 2 such 
' r 
that 
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let A" = <AnM>U<A'nf'i>; then, A" ~A' but this is 
by (5.4). inconsistent with <5.2) since A"E: .Jtr, 
Consequently, the collections 'j M(.,f;r), rE:D, satisfy the incompara-
bleness conditions <2.3>; by theorem 2. 12' this ensures the 
existence of the binary coherent systems <M,~r)' rED, and a 11 of 
them are different, by (5.3>. The existence of the binary coherent 
systems <M,~r'' rE:E, can be proved in an analogous way since M and M 
play a symmetrical part in (5.4). 
Furthermore, if ':~eM '1: :Je MM, the existence of the binary broad-sense 
coherent system, <M,'J), such that: ~('\1) = 'leM,'leMM' is immediate 
<see Theorem 2.12>. If !feM = ~MM' let "= 0. 
Now, the result follows immediately from the definition of the 
binary systems thus brought into play (see Remark 4.3): 
~E:sc, ~<~> = 1 
for every 
~ ( either 3HE:<~M'~MM> <lH'QRnM> ~ !S.f1 
or 3HE: cJtr' for some rE:D : <1H'QR> ~ ~ <by <5.1)) 
~ "(!S_M) v <ll ~r(!S_M) "r(!S_f1)) v <ll_ ~r(!S_M)) = 1. 
r.E:E rE:E 
So, (4.8) holds and M is a simple coherent subset of degree d of 
<Cd!> with respect to ~<§> D 
It should be noted that the collection ;//:; and its covering 
{.ftr I r=1, ••. ,d} thus have been implicitely shown to be uniquely 
defined by <5.5) from the concerned simple coherent subsystem (see 
Remark 4.3). by corollary 3.13 <see <4.9)), 
satisfies (3.5) if and only if .ft- ~ 
So, a simple coherent 
subsystem 
- M Some 
stronger result holds for the pseudo-modules. This is shown with the 
next result <stated with notations 4.4). 
Corollary 5.3: <"Tests for Pseudo-Modularity") 
With the same assumptions as in theorem 5.2, M is a pseudo-modular 
subset of degree d of <C,~) with respect to the collection of its 
minimal path <cut) sets if and only if there exists some partition 
{ /l;r I r=l, ..• ,d} of ~M <':KM) which satisfies the conditions <5.3) 
and <5.4). 
Proof: This result can be proved directly with some arguments analo-
gous to the ones proposed for theorem 5.2. In particular, this 
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approach allows to put in evidence that for the particular case of 
the pseudo-modules, <5.4) may be weakened as follows without alte-
ring the concerned result: for every r = 1, ••. ,d and for every 
<A A' >E: clf; 2 <AnM>U<A'nM>E: ::Je<~> < :1t<~>). 
' r' ':1:' 
But, this corollary can be deduced, in a shorter way, from theorem 
5.2: according to it, any pseudo-modular subset of degree d of <C,~> 
with respect to :1e<~> < ~(~)) can be (uniquely> defined by <5.5); by 
corollary 3.17, ;A;= ~M <%M> (see <4.10)); and by (3.6), 
{ .Jtr I r=1, •.. ,d} must be a partition of ~M 
point can be easily checked by contraposition. 
This latest 
Conversely, it appears immediately that any partition of !:JeM <"M) 
satisfies <5.1) and <5.2>. So, if a partition {..i'r I r=1, .•. ,d} of 
~M <!KM> satisfies <5.3) and <5.4), then, by theorem 5.2, the 
corresponding simple coherent subsystem <or decomposition) is 
uniquely defined by <5.5>. Assume it does not satisfy (3.6): for 
instance, in terms of the minimal path sets, there exist <r,s)€02 , 
<A,A' )€ !1e<J-tr)x :le<J-ts) and (8,8' )€ ~(Jt) 2 such that r :;:. s, Ac A' and 
BnMcB'nM. By <4.9>, <5.4> and <5.5>, H = AU<BnM>E: ;tr and 
H' = A'U<B'nM>E: .ks. Consequently, 
r =# s, such that either 
there exists some 
H c H', 
=# 
2 <r,s)€0 , 
for some 
<H,H')€ ~rx ~s· Of course, both of these relations cannot hold since 
{ Jtr I r E: 0} is a part i t ion of !1e M c ~ ( ~) . Consequently, <3.6> must 
hold. By proposition 3.16, the corresponding result with respect to 
lj{, (~) follows immediately by duality CJ 
Remark 5.4: The tests for pseudo-modularity are always verified and 
consequently, useless on ( ( :J(. M \ :K. MM) ) . But, some 
relations of equivalence appear naturally helpful for determining a 
pseudo-modu 1 e on .1e MM ( % MM) . This is shown hereafter. 
Notations 5.5: Let ~ be some collection of non-empty subsets of C 
and 8 a non-empty subset of C such that for every AE: ~' AnB =# 0; 
let =8 be the equivalence relation defined on ;t as follows: for 
every <A,A' > E: .A; 2 , A :: 8 A' if and only if Ana = A'nB. 
Let ~ 8 be the equivalence relation defined as follows: for every 
~ <:: J; and c:re:: .A; , 'C ~ 8 ~ if and only if 'J 8 < 'e > = :1 8 < <Jt (see 
Notations 2.13>. 
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For any equivalence relation jt defined on some collection ;;f;, the 
quotient-set of vf; modulo 1'\. is designated as c?t1~. In addition, 
<5.7> For A= M orR, let {P,v I vEE}= ~MMI=A <:KMMI=A> and 
{'Cui uEE} = c!:JeMMI:AJI::::A <C:1GMMI=AJI::::A>; then, 
at< A> = { Jt u = ~ ~ ~ P.> I u E E} is a part i t ian a f ~ MM < !1< MM > . 
u 
Proposition 5.6: Given some binary broad-sense coherent system, 
<C,~)' let M be some non-empty subset of C and assume 
< XMM ;t= ¢); then, some pseudo-module of { c' ~) with respect to the 
collection of its minimal path <cut> sets can always be defined on 
!leMM < ~ MM> with the partition .,t < M) or Jf;<M> defined by (5.7). 
Proof: Of course, by proposition 3. 16' it suffices to prove this 
result with respect to ~<~>, for instance. In addition, the parts 
p 1 ayed by M and R are quite symmetr i ca 1 s i nee !1e MM is assumed non-
empty and it suffices to consider the case A = M, for instance. 
Indeed, the result can be deduced, in the shortest way, from carol-
lary 5.3 and the main part of the proof consists in showing that the 
partition .A;< M) satisfies {5.4). First, for every uEE and every 
<A A'>EJt 2 two cases can be disting~:.~ished: 
' u' 
case 1: <A, A') E ~~' for some vEE such that 
and therefore, <AnM>U<A'nM> = AE ~v; now, 
~vE CSu; then, AnM = A'nM 
1!1 v c: vtu and consequent 1 y, 
<AnM>U<A'nM>E ~u; 
case 2: <A,A' >E ~ x 
v 
1-', 
w 
some <v,w>EE2 such that v ~ w and 
( ~v' 1?w>E ~:; so, ~v <see Notations 5.5> and therefore, 
consequently <see for instance, AnM = A0 nM, for some A0 E 1?>w; 
case u,- <AnM>U<A'nM> = <A0 nM>U<A'nM>EP.,w; now, 
quently, <AnM>U<A'nM>E ~u· 
~w c::: .if;u and conse-
The result now is immediate (see Remark 5.4) since for every 
Remark 5.7: The pseudo-modules of a binary coherent system, 
can be easily determined by means of the equivalence relations 
defined in notations 5.5. This can be shown in terms of .,t-<M> <see 
<5.7>) and of the minimal path sets, for instance. 
Let ~MM = {Hr I rEI}, for some Ic:::{rE:N* I r~h} (see remark 2.11). 
With the same conventions as in (5.7), let {E I v€8} be the parti-
v 
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tian of I corresponding to the partition !leMMI=M of t:1e MM: far every 
vEB, ~v = {HrE::leMM I rEBv} and far each vEB, choose same r(v)EBv. 
With the same conventions as in remark 4.5, far every ~ESC' 
9? < ~ > = J-t < ~M > v ( ~ B < ~ B '7 r I M ( ~M > ) 1J r < v > I M < ~M > > v ~ < ~M > ' 
v 
where J-1 - ll 1JriM and "= ll "lriM" 
rEEM rEEM 
Let <Eu I uEE} be the partition of B corresponding to [~MMI=MJI~M 
<see < 5. 7)): far every uEE, ~u = { ~ vE[ !1e MMI=MJ I vEEu} and far 
each uEE, choose same v<u>EEu. With these conventions, far every uEE 
and for every vEEu' ll = 
rEB "7r IM - ll 17riM" 
rEBv(u) v 
Sa, a pseudo-modular decomposition of <C,§> with respect to 
can be immediately defined from M <see Remark 4.3): far every ~ESc, 
9? < ~ > = J-1 < ~M > v < ll ll < ll 1J r I M < ~M > ) • ?J r < v > I M < ~M > > v '~ < ~M > 
uEE vEEu rEBv 
= J-l < ~M > v < ll < ll "1 r I M < ~M > > • < ll "' r < v > 1M < ~M > > > v " < ~M > 
uEE rEBv(u) vEEu 
Indeed, by theorem 4.1, this yields an alternative proof far prapa-
sitian 5.6. Of course, a pseudo-modular decomposition of (C,§> with 
respect to 'Je< 9?) ( !1<. ( 9?) ) can be determined from M with the same 
procedure, by means of the equivale0ce relations =M and ~M. Bath of 
the pseudo-modular decompositions ~hus obtained may be different 
<see Figure 3> but they are tightly related: as an indication, far 
every Jfi'E!leMMI=M and every $E:~MMI=M' c?t:::M~ if and only if 
I dl; I = I ~I and for every AE dt, there exists same BET.> such that 
A ::M B. 
<M,J-122> 
<M,J-111> <M,J-121> 
I ----------I I ------- I 
i ~~§]--=-: 
I I I 
---2 I I I 
=:1 I I 6 I 
I 1---3- : : I 
: -~~-- : ! -~---
'-------' '----=--
I I I I 
C = {iEN* I i~6} and M = {iEC I i~3}. 
Figure 3: Pseudo-Modular Decompositions of a Binary Coherent System, 
with respect to ~(§) and respectively determined 
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In addition, if je(~) = :JeMM < :IG(~) = %MM), a modular decomposition 
of <C,~l can be defined from the partition {M,M} of C if and only if 
the rough partition is induced by =M, ::::M, =M or ::::M on ~MM' :1t' MMI=M' 
~MM or :1eMMI=M, ( :JGMM' !KMMI=M' :KMM or XMMI=Ml' respectively. 
5.2. Strong Pseudo-Modularity: 
Remark 5.8: By <5.5), a trivial pseudo-module of (C,§i with respect 
to !te<~l < :1(:(~)) is defined from M <see Remark 4.5) if and only if 
the corresponding partition { .;tr I rED} of :feM < ~M) (see Corollary 
5.3) verifies the following equality: { !IM< .:A;r) I rED} is the 
So, if I 'Je M ' !1e MM I > 1 
(I j(;M, XMMI > 1), a non-trivial pseudo-module of <C,~l with respect 
to !m<~) < %<~)) can always be defined from M <see Remark 5.4). 
However, in an intuitive way, "complex systems" give raise to a 
"large number of repeated components" in their minimal path sets and 
cut sets. So, the most efficient pseudo-modular decompositions of 
are defined from some pseudo-modular subset M which can yield 
some non-trivial decomposition for the system part corresponding to 
~MM < %MM). Such pseudo-modular subs'ets are introduced hereafter. 
Definition 5.9: Let M be a proper subset of C, relevant to some 
binary coherent system, <C,~l, and such that IMl > 1. 
Let~= {(M,)-lr) I rED} be a pseudo-module of <C,§l, with respect to 
~(~) <% (~)); let E c:.D be defined from eM. as in remark 4.3. 
~ is a strong pseudo-module of <C,§l if and only if: 
<5.8) either E = 0; 
( 5. 9) or { <M,~r) I rEE} is different from {(M,?JriM) I rE:DMnM} 
({<M,eriM) I r EDMnM} l ' where 0 MnM has been defined with the 
trivial pseudo-module {(M,?JriM) I rEDM} ({(M,er/M) I r EDM}) in 
remark 4.5. 
Then, M is a strong pseudo-modular subset of <C,~). 
Definition 5.10: A strong pseudo-modular decomposition of <C,~) is 
defined with some strong pseudo-modules of (C,~), only. 
The next result follows immediately from corollary 5.3 <see 
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Remark 5. 8) . 
Corollary 5.11: Let M be specified as in definition 5.9; 
strong pseudo-modular subset of <C,~> with respect to ~(~) 
if and only if 
( 5 • 10 > e i t her ~ MM = IIJ 
<5.11> or there exists some partition { ~r I rEE} of 
M is a 
( ~(~)) 
which satisfies (5.3) and <5.4) as also the following 
condition: the collection { !lM< utr> I rEE} is different from 
the discrete partition of ::1M( ~MM) < ~ M< ~MM) > • 
Remark 5.12: By remark 4.6, <5.8) or <5.10> is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for ensuring the existence of some modular 
decomposition defined from the partition <M,M} of C. Indeed, any 
non-trivial module of <C,~>, is a strong pseudo-module of 
degree 1 of <C,~>: it corresponds to the rough partition of ~M and 
of ~M' In particular, if ~MM = ~ < !K.MM· = ~), then, XM = X MM 
< ~M = ~MM>' 
Examples 5.13: It can be easily checked that Jl 2 , defined in exam-
ples 3.24, is a strong pseudo-modul.ar decomposition for the 2-out-
of-4 system both with respect to :16'<~> and ~<~>. Another strong 
pseudo-modular decomposition has been given in figure 3 <right>. 
In addition, let <C,~> be a binary strict-sense coherent system of 
order 8 defined as follows: C = {iEN* I iSS} and for. ~very ~ES8 , 
2 if!<~>= ll J-1 1 .<~M>.J-1 2 .<~M>' with M = {iEN* I iS4} j=1 J J 
~<J-1 11 > = {{1,2};{3,4}}, ~<J-1 12 > = {(1};{4}}, :le<!-l 21 > = {{5};{7}} and 
~(j-122) = {{5,6};{7,8}}. 
Indeed, ~(~) = ~MM and <C,~) is thus defined by means of a strong 
pseudo-modular decomposition of degree <2,2> with respect to 
<see <5.5> and Corollary 5.11>. 
The next result follows immediately from proposition 5.6 and 
corollary 5.11 <see Remark 5.7). 
Proposition 5.14: Let M be specified as in definition 5.5; if either 
( 5. 10) holds or the discrete partition is not induced by the 
j{MW':::::M)' 
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respectively, then, M is a strong pseudo-modular subset of 
with respect to !le<if?> <%<if?>). 
5.3. Quasi-Modularity: 
The special type of pseudo-modularity introduced hereafter 
intuitively seems to be tightly related to the strong pseudo-
modularity. 
Definition 5.15: ~ = {(M,~r) I r=l, ... ,d} is a quasi-module of 
degree d of <C,~> if and only if ~ is a pseudo-module of degree d 
of <C,~) both with respect to ~(~) and ~(~). 
Then, M is a quasi-modular subset of degree d of <C,if?l. 
Definition 5.16: A quasi-modular decomposition of <C,~) is a cohe-
rent decomposition of <C,if?) all the elements of which are some 
quasi-modules of (C,~). 
Examples 5.17: The pseudo-modular decomposition ~2 which has been 
defined in examples 2.24 is a quasi-modular decomposition for the 2-
out-of-4 system. Of course, any module of <C,~l is a quasi-module of 
degree 1 of <C,if?>. 
The next result follows immediately from corollary 5.3 and 
constitutes some straight extension of the set-characterizations 
proposed in [7] for modules <see Remark 2.14). 
Corollary 5.18: <"Test for the Quasi-modularity"> 
With the same assumptions as in theorem 5.2, M is a quasi-module of 
degree d of <C,if?> if and only if there exist some partitions of :leM 
and of :k.M' .Jf;= {otr I r=l, ... ,d} and ~= {T-Ir I r=l, ... ,d} 
respectively, which satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) ;;t and ~ satisfy (5.4) while ,t1; or~ satisfies (5.3>; 
<b) for each r = 1, •.. ,d, ~ M ( vtr) and :l M ( ~r) gather together the 
minimal path sets and the minimal cut sets, respectively, of 
some binary coherent system, <M,~r). 
Remark 5.19: An extension of "the three modules theorem" [3J[7J in 
terms of pseudo-modules cannot be considered since any non-empty 
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subset of C relevant to <C,~) can be a pseudo-modular subset of 
<C,~) <see Remark 4.5). But, such an extension could be investigated 
in terms of the strong pseudo-modularity and in terms of the quasi-
modularity and could yield some new criteria for determining the 
strong pseudo-modules, the quasi-modules and the modules of a binary 
coherent system, by means of the elementary set-operations. However, 
this is out of the scope of this study. 
6. MONOTONE PSEUDO-MODULES AND PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONS: 
6.1. An Extension of the Application Domain of the Performance 
Functions: 
The availability of a binary coherent system can be determined 
from the availabilities of its modules, then assumed mutually inde-
pendent, by means of the performance function of the organizing 
system of the concerned modular decomposition [3]. This result can 
be extended in terms of some pseudo-modular decompositions intra-
duced in this section with the monotone pseudo-modules. First, some 
extension of the application domain. currently considered for the 
performance function [2J must be put in evidence. 
Notations 6.1: Any permutation rr, defined on some finite set I, will 
be designated as the III-uple of its images, <ir)rE:I: for every rE:I, 
ir = rr<r>. 
Notations 6.2: A binary broad-sense coherent system, is 
assumed to be observed at an arbitrarily fixed point in time and for 
every iE:C respectively, the random variable Xi gives an account of 
the performance level of the component i; let ~ = <Xi>iE:C; then, 
~(~) gives an account of the performance level of <C,~) at the 
concerned point in time. 
The performance function [12JC2J of <C,~) allows to determine the 
availability of <C,~) in terms of the availabilities of its campo-
nents if their performance variables, Xi, iE:C, are mutually indepen-
dent: hip(g) = P[ip(~)=lJ, where g = <pi)iE:CE:CO,lJICI and for every 
iE:C, pi = PCXi=lJ. 
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This "classical" result can be extended with the next theorem. 
First, some conventions stated in notations 2.1 must be extended to 
C0,1liCI: as an indication, given a partition {Mr I r=1, ... ,m) of C, 
any vector ~E[0,1JICI can be defined as follows: 
m ~ = <~M )r€ x C0,1JIMrl, where u = <u.).EM, r = 1, ... ,m. 
r r = 1 -M r - 1 1 r 
Theorem 6.3: Given a binary broad-sense coherent system, <C,~>' if 
<its components are submitted to "some constraints" such that) there 
exists some partition of C, {C. I j=l, ... ,c) for some 
J 
satisfies both of the following conditions: 
* cEN , which 
<6.1) for each j=1, ..• ,c, such that I C . I> 1, 
J 
the performance 
variables of the components in C., 
J X. ' 1 
i EC. , 
J 
can be fully 
ordered: there exists some permutation on C., (is )sEC., such 
J as J 
that for every (r,s>EC~, if ir ~ is' then, Xi ~ Xi , 
J r s 
(6.2> the performance vectors, <X- >-cc, j=l, ... ,c, are mutually 
1 1... . 
J 
independent, 
then, the availability of (C,~> can be determined by means of its 
performance function: for every gEC0,1JICI, h~(Q) = PC~<~>=lJ. 
Moreover, the performance function h~ is multilinear and non-decrea-
sing in each of its arguments from cd,lJICI into C0,1J. In addition, 
for every gEC0,1JICI, h~D(Q) = 1 ~ h~(_!-g). 
Proof: First, the existence of the performance function of <C,~> can 
' be put in evidence with the 
h 
Poincare-Sylvester formula: 
h~(~) = PC~<~>=1J =PC U C n CX.=1JJJ 
r= 1 i EHr 1 
h h h s-1 
= ~ ( -1) 
s=1 
~ ... 
s 
PC n 
u=1 
n CX.=1JJ 
iEH 1 r -1 1- r s=r s-1 +1 ru 
For every <r 1 , .. ,,rs) in the sum above, let 
s 
i E U Hr ) 
u=1 u 
s 
for every jEJ<r 1 , ... ,rs), let I. <r 1 , ... ,r s > = CJ.n< U Hru) and J u=1 
as 
X- < = Inf{X. 1. r 1 , ••• ,r ) 1 J s 
I iEI .(r 1 , ... ,r ) ) (which exists by (6.1)). J s 
With these conventions, by (6.1), 
s 
PC n n CXi=lJJ = 
u=l iEHru 
PC n 
j(J(rl'''"'rs) 
n cx.=lJJ = 
i€Ij<r 1 , ... ,rs) 1 
TI P C X . = 1 J < by < 6 • 2 >> • 
·CJ(r r ) l.(r1'''''rs) 
J'"- l'"'''s J 
Now, it appears immediately that h§ is a multilinear function from 
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[0, 1 J ICI into [0,1], the partial derivatives of which verify the 
following relation: for every jE{l, ... ,c} and every iEC., 
J 
oh;;;<Q>Iop- = oh;;;<p-,Qc {"}'Qc c >lop-= ~ 1 ~ l .\ 1 \ - 1 
J J 
O<E[X.~(1.,0C {"}'XC C > + (1-X.>CR<0c ,XC C )J)/8p. = 
1 1- -' 1 - \ - 1 - --' - 1 J J J J 
E c ~ < 1 i '9c _ , { i} '~c ,c _ > - ~ < 9c _ '~c ,c _ > J • 
J J J J 
So, the non-decreasing property of ~ ensures the same property for 
h~. In addition, the relation of duality is immediate CJ 
6.2. Monotone Pseudo-Modules: 
The monotone pseudo-modules can be easily introduced by means of 
the dominance relation [18J, briefly reviewed hereafter. 
Definition 6.4: Given two binary broad-sense coherent systems, <C,~> 
and the latter one dominates the former one if and only 
Proposition 6.5: <C,r> 
dominates <c,r0 )' 
dominates if and only if 
if 
Proposition 6.6: <C,r> dominates (~,~) if and only if one of the 
following <equivalentr conditions holds: 
(i) for every HE~(~), there exists some H'E ~<r> such that H'c H; 
<ii> for every K'E!:ft<r>, there exists some KE ~(~)such that Kc::K'. 
Definition 6.7: Given an arbitrary broad-sense coherent system, 
a 
monotone 
pseudo-module { <Md-tr) I r=l, ... ,d} of <C,~> is said to be 
if and only if there exists some permutation, 
* such that for every rE{sEN I sid}, IT = (i ) 1 d' r r= , .•. , 
dominates <M,~ir). 
Then, {(M,~r) I r=l, ..• ,d} is a monotone pseudo-module according to 
the permutation (ir)r=l, ••• ,d· 
A monotone pseudo-modular decomposition is defined with monotone 
pseudo-modules only. 
Remark 6.8: The set-characterization of the monotone pseudo-modules 
can be immediately deduced from proposition 6.6 and the monotone 
pseudo-modularity appears immediately to be tightly related to the 
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strong pseudo-modularity. 
Of course, any module is a monotone pseudo-module. By proposition 
6.6, 
also 
the pseudo-modular decomposition defined in examples 5.13 as 
the quasi-modular decomposition JC. 2 defined in examples 2.24 
<see Examples 5.17) are monotone. 
The next result follows immediately from proposition 6.5 
also Proposition 3.16). 
<see 
Proposition 6.9: Given an arbitrary binary coherent system, <C,~>, 
a pseudo-module C<M,~r) I r=1, ... ,d} of <C,~) is monotone if and 
only if the pseudo-module {(M,~~) I r=1, .•. ,d} of <C,~0 > is itself 
monotone; 
a 
of 
pseudo-modular decomposition {{(M,~rvr>lvr=1, ... ,dr}/r=1, .. ,m} 
<C,§> is monotone if and only if the pseudo-modular decomposi-
tion D D {{(M,~rv I vr=1, ... ,dr} I r=1, .. ,m} of <C,~ ) is itself 
r 
monotone. 
The next corollary follows immediately from theorem 6.3. 
Corollary 6.10: Let ~ = {{(M ,~ ) I vr=l, ..• ,dr}l r=l, •.. ,m} be a 
r rv r _ 
pseudo-modular decomposition of so~e binary broad-sense coherent 
system, <C,§>, with respect to !Je<§l ( :K.<§>). 
If is monotone and if the performance vectors of its pseudo-
modules, <~r <XM )) , r = 1, ... ,m, are mutually independent, then, v - v 
r r r 
the availability of <C,~l, H~[~ (~)], can be determined from those 
of its pseudo-modules, H~ [~ (~M )J, vr = l, ... ,dr' r = 1, ... ,m, 
rvr r 
by means of the performance function of the corresponding organizing 
d * sys tern, < C' = U { r) x { j EN I j ~dr}, JC.) : 
r=l 
H ~ [ ;e ( ~ ) J = h H. ( ( H ~ [ ~ ( ~M r ) J ) < r ' v r ) E C ' ) . 
rvr 
In addition, if all the components of <C,~) are mutually indepen-
dent, for every ~€[0,1] ICI, h~(~) = hk( <h~ <~M ))(r v >EC') · 
rvr r ' r 
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7. SOME CONCLUSIONS: 
Imagine that a complex binary coherent system has been designed 
by several teams, as it happens most often in reality. Assume all 
the subsystems which have been thus designed separately are coherent 
and the performance level of the complete system can be fully deter-
mined from their own performance levels, by means of some organizing 
system, itself coherent. By definition 3.3, the concerned system is 
thus defined by means of one of its coherent decompositions. Deter-
mine the minimal path sets or cut sets of the corresponding organi-
zing system. By proposition 3.9, some simple coherent decomposition 
then can be easily deduced and by theorem 3.10 <see (3.4))' the 
minimal path sets or cut sets of the complete system can be easily 
determined. In an alternative way, by proposition 3.19, a pseudo-
modular decomposition can be equally identified and by corollary 
3. 18' the minimal path sets or cut sets of the complete system can 
be determined in a simpler way or its main characteristics of 
reliability can. be calculated in an "approximated way": this is 
shown in the next chapter. By corollary 6.10, some particular case 
allows to determine the reliabil~~y or the availability of the 
complete system in terms of those of its pseudo-modules, in an 
"exact" way. 
In addition, as and when a complex system is designed, various 
solutions may be considered and the knowledge of a coherent decompo-
sition may appear helpful for avoiding the complete analysis for all 
the systems then to be studied: two systems may differ in some of 
their coherent subsystems or in the organizing system of their 
coherent decompositions. 
* * 
* 
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Chapter 8: 
PSEUDO-MODULAR DECOMPOSITIONS AND "REFINED BOUNDS" 
FOR THE INTERVAL RELIABILITY AND FOR THE AVAILABILITY 
FOR BINARY COHERENT SYSTEMS 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: 
Two well-known papers are at the origin of the ",-efined bounds" 
currently proposed for the main characteristics of reliability for 
binary coherent systems: modules and ~odular decompositions [3] have 
been introduced in order to study a binary coherent system as some 
collection of smaller order systems themselves coherent <see Chapter 
A> while association has been introduced by Esary, Proschan and 
Walkup [14] with various characterizations; in particular, associa-
tion has been shown to be sufficient for ensuring some basic inequa-
lities previously considered in [12] for obtaining some "bounds" 
under the mutual independence. These "bounds" concern the availabi-
lity <at some fixed point in time and consequently the reliability 
of "non-maintained systems"). Modular decompositions have been used 
by Bodin [5] for refining these "bounds" under the mutual indepen-
dence while association has been considered by Esary and Proschan 
[13] for extending the same "bounds" to the reliability of "main-
tained systems". Association has been equally considered by Barlow 
and Proschan [2] for introducing some "simple bounds" for the avai-
lability. With various conditions of dependence ranging from asso-
ciation to the mutual independence, all the "bounds" obtained t i 11 
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then have been generalized for the interval <un-)reliability [1] <or 
interval <un-)availability [20J) and refined in terms of modular 
decompositions by Natvig C20J. 
Various results proposed in chapter A allow to appraise the 
great generality of the pseudo-modules. However, all the "refined 
> bounds" obtained till now [5JC20J can be generalized in terms of 
pseudo-modular decompositions. 
chapter. 
This is shown throughout this 
First, the "basic bounds" [20J are reviewed in section 2, by follo-
wing the order in which they can be proved in the shortest way C18J 
and by weakening the conditions of dependence under which 
them have been considered originally. 
some of 
In section 3, all the "bounds" which have been proposed in C20J for 
the interval <un-)reliability are extended in terms of pseudo-
modular decompositions. The particular case of the (instantaneous) 
availability is examined throughout section 4 while some comparisons 
are proposed in section 5, thus extending all the results proposed 
till now for "bounding" the main characteristics of reliability for 
"complex" binary coherent systems. 
Some conclusions are proposed in section 6. 
All the results proposed in this chapter concern the binary 
coherent systems, only. However, they should be retained as some 
fundamental results for obtaining the "refined bounds" for the 
multinary coherent systems, with some simple approach proposed in 
the second part of this study (see Preamble). 
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2. THREE TYPES OF "BASIC BOUNDS": 
Notations 2.1: An arbitrary broad-sense coherent system, is 
always considered with the conventions stated in chapter A. 
The reference set of the time parameter is defined as some subset ~ 
of R+ and as in C20J, it can be discrete or continuous. 
For every non-empty subset M of c, the SM-valued stochastic process, 
as 
~M = {~M<t>=<Xi(t))iEM I tE't) <where "as" is an abbreviated form for 
almost-surely> is the joint performance process of the components in 
M; in particular, for every iEC respectively, x. = ex. <t> 1 tE-e} is 1 1 
the marginal performance process of the component i while 
as 
~ = CX<t>=<X. (t)).EC I tE-e} is the joint performance process of all 
- 1 l 
the components of <C,§>. 
The random behaviour of <C,§> is assumed fully described by its 
performance process, 
(2.1> \l't€-c, iji(~(t)) 
{ip(~(t)) I tE-e} 
as h 
= ll "lr(~(t)) 
r=l 
<see Remark A.2.11): 
as k 
= n e,<~<t>>. 
r=l 
All the stochastic processes to be considered are assumed to be 
right-continuous on ~. In particular, this is true for all the 
marginal performance processes xi' iEC, and consequently, for all 
the performance processes yet define~ or to be defined from them. 
Notations 2.2: For any closed interval I in R+, the corresponding 
interval of time in~ is designated as 't<I>: -c<I> = 'tni. 
Let Q<U = <pi<I»iE:C€[0,1JICI <g<U = <qi<I>>iE:CH0,1JICI) be the 
vector of the components <un-)reliabilities in the time interval 
~(!):for every iE:C respectively, p. <I>= PCX. <t>=l; 'v'tE:'t(l>J 
l 1 
< q i < I > = PC Xi < t > =0; V t E: -c < I > J > • 
Let ~ <Y< I)> be the distribution of an arbitrary stochastic process 
CY<t> I tE:-c} in the time interval 't(U: as it is well known, it is 
fully defined with the distributions of all the random vectors 
< Y ( t i ) ) iE: K, w i t h ( t i > i E: K E ~ ( I ) I K I and K c::. I , 0 < I K I < +m • 
Hip[.t'(~(!))J <G.:p[.t'(~(!))J) denotes the (un-)reliability of <C,ip) 
during the time interval 't(I>: H.:pc.:t <~<I))J = PCip(~(t))=l; 1/tE:'t<l>J 
<G.:pC~<~<I))J = PC.:P<~<t»=0; VtE:'t<I>J 
As soon as no confusion can arise, Hip[~(~(!))] and Gip[~ <X< I> )J are 
abbreviated as H.:p<I> and G.:p<I>, respectively. 
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Remark 2.3: As in [20J, twa fundamental relations play a central 
part throughout the fallowing: 
( 2. 2) 
( 2. 3) 
H§ [ .t < ~ < I > > J + G§ [ ~ < ~ < I > > J ~ 1 ; 
G§C~ <~<I>>J = H~DC~ <1.-~<I»J. 
The next theorem [20; Theorem 2.1] results immediately from <2.1). 
Theorem 2.4: ("Bounds of Type 1-a" or "Min-Max Bounds") 
Far any binary broad-sense coherent system, 
closed interval I in R+, 
( Li!il <II = ( i ) L~ l < I > i H~ <I> i u~ 1 <I> with 
u§l<u = 
( L~l <I> = ( ii) L~ 1 <I> .5. G~ <I> .5. u~ 1 <I> with u~ 1 < I > = 
<C,~>' 
Max{H"l <I> 
r 
minCH 6 <I> 
r 
Max CGe (I) 
r 
min{G'? <I> 
r 
and far any 
I r=1, ... ,h} 
I r=l, ... ,k} 
I r=l, ... ,k} 
I r=l, ... ,h} 
Remark 2.5: The "bounds" stated in the previous theorem can be said 
to be general since they do nat require any special kind of depen-
dence. Indeed, among the "basic bounds" considered in C20J, three 
types of "bounds" can be distinguisn,ed with bath of the fallowing 
criteria: either, the dependence conditions under which they have 
been shown to be valid or the general procedure with which they have 
been put in evidence. 
It is according to the second criterion above that they have been 
numbered here. Indeed, the natations [18] chosen far this study are 
quite different from the ones proposed in C20J but they appear 
convenient far dealing with the binary case as also with the multi-
nary case in a concise and unambiguous way <see [16] and [18][19]). 
Conventions 2.6: A "test-function" is any function such that any 
integral brought into play in the related context exists. 
Definition 2.7: An Rm-valued random vector <mEN*>, ~' is <positive-
ly> associated if and only if for any couple of test-functions nan-
decreasing in each of their arguments from Rm into R, (f,gl, 
Cav(f(~),g(~)) ~ 0. 
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Remark 2.8: This well-known positive dependence has been introduced 
in [14] with various criteria and properties. The basic results 
which are necessary for the generalizations to be performed are 
briefly reviewed hereafter <see also [ 2] ) . Indeed, the previous 
definition is not altered when restricted to the class of the "test-
functions" non-decreasing in each of their arguments from Rm into 
{0,1}, and consequently, association is stronger than the well-known 
positive (upper and lower> orthant dependences (or "weak 
association" [22] ) • This is the first reason why association has 
been playing a central part in reliability theory. The second reason 
is that it can be conserved through various transformations. In 
particular, the four basic properties listed in [20] remain 
sufficient for the generalizations to be performed: given two random 
m m' *2 vectors,~ andy, respectively R-and R -valued ((m,m'>EN >, 
<A 1 > if ~ = <X 1- >1-_ 1 is associated, then, for every non-empty 
- ' ••• 'm 
subset K of {jEN* I j~m}, <Xi>iEK is itself associated; 
<A2> any real-valued random variable is associated; 
( A3 > if the random vectors ~ and tare mutually independent and if 
<A4> 
each of them is associated, then, the m+m' R -valued 
vector <~,y> is itself associatid; 
if ~ is associated, 
non-decreasing in 
then, for any function f. , i = 
1 
each of its arguments from Rm into 
random vector <f 1- <X>>-_ 1 is itself associated. 
- 1- , •• ,m 
random 
l, ... ,m, 
R, the 
Association can be easily extended in terms of stochastic 
prbcesses with some "classical" procedure C13J: 
Definition 2.9: For any closed interval I in R+, 
( i ) the stochastic processes i = 1, ... ,m, are 
mutually independent if and only if for every finite non-empty 
subset * = IKI K of N and for ever-y ~ (t.> ·EKE~< I> , J J . the random 
vectors i=l, ... ,m, are mutually independent; 
(ii> a stochastic process CY(t) I tE1} is said to be associated in 
the time interval ~<I> if and only if for every finite non-
empty subset * K of N and for every the 
random vector <Y<ti ))iEK is associated. 
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Some criteria for time association of continuous time-parameter 
Markov chains have been proposed in [16]. The fundamental properties 
of association can be easily extended in terms of stochastic 
processes. Moreover, an essential result implicitely proved in [13] 
can be stated in general terms as follows. 
Proposition 2.10: For any closed interval I in R+, if an Sc-valued 
as 
stochastic process {~(t) = <Xi <t>>i€C I t€~} is associated in the 
time interval ~ (I> ' then, 
( i ) P[ n [Xi<t>=1; VtE~<I>JJ ~ n P[Xi<t>=1; 'V'tf't( I>]; 
iEC i€C ( i i ) P[ n [X- ( t > =0; VtE>"r:<I>JJ ~ rr P [Xi ( t > =0; Vtf't(l>J. 
i€C 1 i€C 
The proof is omitted since this result can be obtained with the same 
procedure as the one proposed in [13] and equally used in various 
contexts in [20J. Indeed, this result follows immediately from the 
fact that association is stronger than both of the positive orthant 
dependences [2J[22J. 
By <2.1:-), the following result [20; theorem 2.3] now can be 
obtained as a straight consequence of proposition 2.10. 
Theorem 2.11: ("Bounds of Type 2-a" or "Minimal Path-Cut Sets 
Bounds"> For any binary broad-sense coherent system, <C,~>, and for 
any closed interval I in R+, if the joint performance process of its 
components is associated in the time interval ~<I>, then, 
( i ) L~2 <I> s. H~<I> s. u~2 <I> 
( i i ) L~2 <I) s. G~ <I) s. u~2 <I> k h 
with: - L~2 <I) = n He <I> and L~2 <I> = 1l G-,r ( I ) r=1 r r=1 
u~2 <I> = 1 - L~2 <I> and u~2 <I> = 1 - L~2 (I> 
The next result has been proposed in [20; corollary 2.2]. 
Corollary 2.12: <"Bounds of Type 1-b" or "Min-Max Bounds Under 
Association"> With the same assumptions as in theorem 2.11, 
( i ) l~1(Q.(I)) s. H~ <I l s. u~1<g_<I>> 
( i i ) 1~1 <g<I)) s. G~ <I l s. u~ 1 < g < I > l 
with: - l~l(g(!)) = Max{ n pi < I l I r= 1, ... , h}; 
i €Hr 
- l~l(g(l)) = Ma)< C TT q i <I l I r=l, ... ,k); 
i€K 1 
- u~ 1 <g_<I» = 1 - l~l(g_(!)) and u~l(Q_(!)) = 1 - l~l(Q_(!)). 
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Proof: As the previous theorem 2.11, this result can be deduced from 
proposition 2.10 <as an indication, see [20]). However, it can be 
shown in a shorter way as some straight consequence of both of the 
previous theorems [18]: in fact, according to (i) in theorem 2.4, it 
suffices to apply the "lower bounds" in (i) in theorem 2.11 to each 
series-system <Hr,,r) characterized by its IHrl minimal cut sets, 
r=1, ••. ,h, respectively: H-,r<I> ~ rT pi<I>. This yields the "lower 
iEHr 
bound" in (i). Then, the "lower bound" in (ii) follows immediately 
by duality <see <2.3>> while both of the "upper bounds" can be imme-
diately obtained from the corresponding "lower bounds", by <2.2>. 
The next corollary (20; Corollary 2.4] follows immediately from 
theorem 2.11 and corollary 2.12. 
Corollary 2.13: <"Bounds of Type 3-a" or ''Mixed Bounds Under 
Association") With the same assumptions as in theorem 2.11, 
< i > L~3 ( I ) .$. H~ < I > i. U~3 < I > 
<iil Li3 <I> i G~<I> i u43 <I> 
with: - L~3 <I> = MaxC1~ 1 <~<I>>;L~2 <Il}; 
L~ 3 ( I ) = Max ( 1 ~ 1 ( g < I ) ) ; L~ 2 ( n:,} ; 
- U~3 <I> = 1- Li3 <I> and Ui3 <I> = 1- L~3 <I>. 
Both of the corollaries proposed hereafter constitute some 
slight generalizations of the results proposed in [20; Corollary 
2.5]. Indeed, such extensions are necessary for the generalizations 
to be performed in terms of pseudo-modular decompositions. 
Notations 2.14: For every 
every non-empty subset I of 
~ = <ul. >1--1 mEC0,1Jm 
- ' ... ' 
* C j EN I j i m } , ll u . = 1 
iEI 1 
<mEN*> and for 
n ( 1-ul. ) . 
iEI 
Corollary 2.15: <"Bounds of Type 2-b" or "Minimal Path-Cut Sets 
Bounds" With Some Further Conditions of Independence) For any binary 
broad-sense coherent system, CC,~l, and for any closed interval I in 
R+, if the joint performance process of all the components of <C,~>, 
C~<t> I tE-r), is associated in the time interval L<I> and if for 
each minimal path <cut> set of <C,~), HE: :Je<~> <KE X<~>>, the margi-,-
nal performance processes CXi <t> I tE't}, iEH CiEK>, are mutually 
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independent in the same interval of time, then, 
(i) l~2 <~<I>> ! H~(I) ! u~2 <g<Il) 
Ciil l~ 2 <g<I>> ! G~<I> ! u~2 <Q<I>> 
k 
with: - l~2 <Q<I>> = rT ~ pi <I> 
r=l i E:Kr 
- u~2 <g<I» = 1- 142 <g<I» 
and l~ 2 <g<I>> 
and u~2 ( Q < I > > 
h 
= TI ll q i < I > ; 
r=l i E:Hr 
= 1 - 1 ~2 < Q < I > > . 
The proof is omitted: it suffices to note that the dependence condi-
tions stated above are sufficient for the proof proposed in [20; 
Corollary 2.5J. 
The next result follows immediately. 
Corollary 2.16: ("Bounds of Type 3-b" or "Mixed Bounds" With Some 
Further Conditions of Independence> With the same assumptions as in 
corollary 2.15, 
Cil l~ 3 <Q<I>> ! H~(I) ! u~3 <g<I>> 
< i i > 1 ~3 < g < I > l .i G ~ < I l ! u ~3 < ~ < I l ) 
with: - 1~3 <~<I>> = Max{l~ 1 <~<I>>;l~2 <~<I>>>; 
- 14 3 <g<I.>> = MaxCl4 1 CgCI»;l~2 cg<I»>; 
- u~3 Cg<I>> = 1- 1~ 3 CgCI)) and u~ 3 <QCI)) = 1- 1~3 CQCI>l. 
Notations 2.17: As soon as some con~usion can arise, the "bounds" 
L§e<I>, L~e<I>, U~eCI> and U~e<I>, for every e = 1,2,3, will be 
designated, in a more detailed way, as L~ec.:t<~<I>>J, L4e[.t' <~<I>>J, 
U~e[~(~(l))J and U~ec.:ec~C!))J, respectively. This must be done at 
once in the next remark. 
Remark 2.18: As in C20J, some relations of duality which result 
immediately from <2.3> will appear helpful in what follows: 
<2.4> u4 1 c.ec~<I>>J = u~o 1 c~<l-~<I>>J; 
<2.5> for every e = 1,2,3, L~ec.:ec~<I>>J = L~Dec.t'q_-~CI))J; 
<2.6> for every e= 1,2,3, l~e<g<I>) = l~De<g<I>>. 
Furthermore, as it has been noted in [20J, the "upper bounds" stated 
from theorem 2.11 to corollary 2.16 may turn out to be "poor" since 
they aT-e on 1 y deduced from the re 1 a ted "lower bounds" by ( 2. 2) . 
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3. PSEUDO-MODULAR DECOMPOSITIONS AND "REFINED BOUNDS" FOR THE 
INTERVAL RELIABILITY AND UNRELIABILITY: 
The general principle of the "bounds" refinements proposed in 
terms of modular decompositions in [5] and equally applied in [20J 
can be extended, in a straight way, in terms of pseudo-modular 
decompositions: the "refined bounds" proposed in this study are 
obtained by applying the "bounds" of type e-b, e = 1, 2 or 3, to the 
organizing system of the concerned pseudo-modular decomposition and 
the "bounds" of the same type or of some other type to the binary 
broad-sense coherent systems which compose its pseudo-modules. 
Indeed, it can be easily checked that all the "basic bounds" can be 
extended in terms of any collection of path (cut) sets of the 
concerned system which contains all its minimal path <cut) sets; in 
addition, the general principle stated above can be applied with 
any decomposition which is defined with some binary coherent systems 
and which allows to express the minimal path <cut) sets of the com-
plete system as some unions of the minimal path <cut> sets of its 
subsystems. So, by theorem A.3.10~ it could be applied with any 
simple coherent decomposition. However, the best "basic bounds" are 
obtained with the collection of the minimal path (cut) sets of the 
complete system, only, and by remark A.3.21 and corollary A.3.18, 
they must be refined by considering two pseudo-modular decomposi-
tions of <C,~) simultaneously: one with respect to ~(~), the other 
one with respect to ~(~). 
Assumptions 3.1: For every cEN* and every let 
c * U(c;<c) > = U {r}x(jEN I j~cr}. 
r r r=l 
L t ( b) EN* 2 < ) EN*a d < b > _ EN*b. e a, ' ar r=l, .. ,a an r r-l, .. ,b 
Throughout the following, ~ = {{(Ar'~rv > I vr=l, .. ,ar} I r=l, .. ,a} 
r 
<$ = CC<Br,arvr> I vr=l, .. ,br} I r=l, .. ,b}) denotes a pseudo-
modular decomposition of some binary broad-sense coherent system, 
<C,§>' with respect to !:Je<~> ( ~ (~)) and with an organizing system 
< A=U < a ; < a r > r ) , ~ > < < B=U < b ; < b r > r > , il ) > : 
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as 
(3.1> 't'tE:-c, ~(~(t)) = O<((O<rv (~A (t)))(r,v >E:A) 
as r r r 
= ~( <~~ <K8 (t)))( v )c8>. 
1 vr r r, r ~ 
Consequently, for any closed interval I in R+, 
( 3. 2) = H [~ <<ocrv <~A (!)))<~,v >EA)J O< r r I r 
= H~[~ <<~rv <~8 <I>>><r v )€8)] 
r r ' r 
And obviously, an 
unreliabilities. 
analogous relation holds in terms of the interval 
Notations 3a2: According to the general approach to be applied, some 
vectors of "bounds" will appear convenient throughout the following: 
for every e€{1,2,3} and for every closed interval I in R+, 
gO<e<I> = <DO<rvre<I>><r,v,>E:A and g~e<I> = <D~rvre<I>><r,vr>€8 where 
Dis only a generic term for L, L', U and U' <see Section 2>. 
QO<e = <dO< e)<r v >EA and g~e = (d~ e)<r v )€ 8 where d is only a 
rv ' r rv ' r r r 
generic term for 1, 1', u and u' <see Section 2>. 
In an analogous way, 
H < I ) 
-Q( 
lj~ ( I > 
= (Hoc (I>) ( r ) cA and 
rv 'v r ~ 
r 
= < H~ < I > > < r v ) E:B and 
rv ' r r 
G <I> 
-Q( =<GO< <I>><r v >E:A' 
rv ' r r 
= <G~ (!))<r v )€8" 
rv ' r r 
Remark 3.3: It appears always helpful to establish some easy 
"bridge" between the results to be generalized and the generaliza-
tions to be performed; such a "bridge" can be easily put in 
evidence between the modular decompositions and the simple 
coherent subsystems <and consequently, the pseudo-modular 
decompositions). Let % < ~ ) = { K ~ I r = 1 , ••• , k ' ) and for every 
r = 1, ... ,k' respectively, let <C,~r) be the binary coherent system 
defined as follows: for every ~ESc, 
~ (X) = I ( ( ~ ( x8 ) ) ) = ll ~ ( x8 ) ; 
r- r svs- s svs <s,vslE:K; svs- s 
by definition A.3.5, {(8s'~sv 5 > I (s,vslE:K;) is a modular decompo-
sition of <C,~r) with a parallel organizing system, In 
addition, by 
( 3. 3) ~ -
Of course, 
minimal path 
( 3. 1 ) and corollary 
k ' 
n ~r and jt ( ~) = 
r=l 
some analogous result 
sets of <A,O<). 
A.3.18, 
k ' 
u 'j{ ( ~r ) . 
r=l 
can be equally obtained from the 
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The next result has been proposed in [20; Lemma A.1.1J. 
Lemma 3.4: Let C<Mr'~r) I r=l, ..• ,m> <mEN*> be a modular decomposi-
tion for some binary coherent system, <C,~l, with a parallel organi-
zing system; for any closed interval I in R+, if the performance 
processes of the modules, C~r(~M <t>> I t€~), r = 1, ..• ,m, are 
r 
mutually independent in the time interval b(I), then, 
m m 
U;;;. 1 <I> 5. 1 - T1 L~ l <I> and L~l (I> = IT L~ l <I) . ~ r= 1 rr ~ r= 1 rr 
The next theorem and its corollaries extend "theorem 2.6" in [20J. 
Theorem 3.5: <"Composition of the Bounds of Type 1"> 
Under assumptions 3.1, for any closed interval I in R+, if 
(a) for each minimal path set of <A,~), HE::Je<~>, the performance 
processes (~ <XA <t>> I t€~), <r,vr>EH, 
rvr - r 
are mutually inde-
pendent in the time interval b(I), 
<b> for each minimal cut set of <8,(l), KE!K.<(l>, the performance 
processes C(l cx 8 <t>> I tEb>, <r,v )EK, rvr - r r are mutually inde-
pendent in the time interval ~<I>, 
(c) the joint performance processes of all the pseudo-modules in ~' 
{(~ <XA <t>>>cr >EA I t€~)~ 
rvr - r ,vr 
is associated in the same 
interval of time, 
<d> the joint performance processes of all the pseudo-modules in~, 
(((lrv (~8 (t)))(r )€8 
r r ,vr 
I tEb>, 
interval of time, 
L§1 <I> 
u§l<I> 
L§l (!) 
u~ 1 <I> 
1 2 3 
= 1 ~1('=~1(!)) 5. 16< 1 < tje< < I > > 5. 
6 
s 1- 1~1(1=-~1(1)) 
7 8 9 
= 1 ~ 1 ( b~ 1 < I ) l 5. 1 ~ 1 < § (l < I l l 5. 
12 
5. 1 - 1 oc 1 ( I::. <X l < I l > • 
is associated in the same 
4 5 
H§ (I> 5. u(ll<§a<I)) 5. u(ll < b~ 1 < I > ) 
10 11 
G§<I> 5. u~ 1 CtjocCill 5. u~ 1 <bocl <Ill 
Proof: As "theorem 2.6" in [20], this result can be proved by means 
of lemma 3.4. First, note for each r = l, ..• ,k', the modular decem-
position of the binary coherent system (C,§1 l defined in Remark 3.3 
satisfies the assumptions of lemma 3.4; consequently, 
u~ 1 <Il = minCHe <Il 1 r=l, ... ,k) 
r 
Cby definition; see fheorem 2.4) 
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= min{U§ 1 ci> I r=l, ... ,k'} 
r 
(by (3.3)) 
~ min{l- TI 
<s,vs>EK; 
L' 1 <I> I r=l, ... ,k'} ~sv <by Lemma 3.4) 
s 
~ 1- 1~1 (~~1 (I)) (by definition of 1~ 1 ; see Corollary 2.12>. 
The inequality 7 can be shown by following an analogous approach: 
= MaxCGe <I> I r=1, ..• ,k} 
r 
= Max{Li 1 <I> I r=1, .•. ,k,} 
r 
= Max { TI L~ 1 (I l I (s,vslEK; svs 
= 1 ~ 1 < ~~ 1 < I ) ) 
Furthermore, the non-decreasing 
(by definition; see Theorem 2.4) 
(by (3.3)) 
r=1, ••• ,k'} (by Lemma 3.4) 
(by definition of 1~ 1 >. 
<non-increasing> property of la 1 
(u~ 1 > in each of its arguments yields the inequality 8 <11) while by 
<3.1), the inequalities 9 and 10 can be immediately obtained by 
applying the "bounds of type 1-b" to the organizing systems 
and <A,~>, respectively (see Corollary 2.12>. 
( 8 'a.) 
The inequality 12 and the inequalities 1 to 5 now follow immediately 
by duality <see proposition A.3.16, <2.3) and remark 2.18). As an 
indication, the equality 1 can be deduced from the equality 7 as 
follows <see Proposition A.3.16): 
L~ 1 [ ~ ( ~ < I l > J = L~ D 1 [ ~ < 1-~ < I > l J 
= 1 ~D 1 < ~~0 1 [ .:t' < !.. - ~ ( I l >?> 
= 1 ~ 1 < ~~ 1 [ ,:e ( ~ ( I ) > J ) 
(by <2.5>) 
(by the inequality 7> 
(by <2.5) and <2.6)) 
The following particular case is immediate <see Definition A.3.4). 
Corollary 3.6: Under assumptions 3.1, for any closed interval I in 
all the inequalities in theorem 3.5 hold if the following 
conditions of dependence are satisfied: 
(a) the performance processes of the pseudo-modules with respect to 
'Je<~>, {(()(r <XA (t))) I t€"t;}, r = 1, ... ,a, are mutually inde-v - v 
r r r 
pendent in the time interval ~<I>, 
(b) the performance processes of the pseudo-modules with respect to 
%<~>, {((!, <X 8 (t))) I t€"t;}, r = 1, ... ,b, are mutually inde-rvr - r vr 
pendent in the time interval 1<I>, 
(c) each of these performance processes is associated in the same 
interval of time. 
Remark 3.7: Some special care is needed for the "refined bounds" 
defined with the "basic bounds of type 3-b": each of these "bounds" 
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relies upon the knowledge of ~<~> and of %<~> and consequently 
should be refined both in terms of ;/I; and ~ with some ex tended 
definitions: l~a3 = MaxC1~ 1 ,1~ 2 ); l~a 3 = MaxC1~ 2 ,1~ 1 ); 
u~a 3 = minCu~2 ,ua 1 } = 1 - l~a 3 ; 
and in an analogous way, u~a 3 = 1 - l~a 3 • 
Corollary 3.8: <"Composition of the Bounds of Type 1-a and 3-b"> 
With the same assumptions as in theorem 3.5 or as in corollary 3.6, 
1 2 3 
L~ 1 <I> ~ l~a 3 CI=~lCI>,b_al<I» i l~a 3 <1j~Cll,lj~CI)) ~ H~<I> 
4 5 
H~C I l ~ u~a 3 Cia~< I> ,§a C I) l i u~a 3 <b_~ 1 C I l ,b_hl C I>> 
6 7 8 
L~ 1 <I> i l~a 3 <b_~ 1 <I>,b_h 1 CI>> i l~a 3 <§~<I>,§a<I>> i G~<I> 
9 10 
G§< I> i u~a 3 <!j~< I> ,!ja <I>) ~ u~a 3 <b~l C I l 'hal (I)>. 
Proof: Note the assumptions are sufficient for applying the "bounds" 
thus brought into play. According to the definition of 1~~ 3 , the 
inequality 1 can be immediately deduced from the equality 1 in 
theorem 3.5: L~ 1 <I> = 1~ 1 <'=.~ 1 <I>> i MaxC1~ 1 <1:.~ 1 <I>>,l~ 2 <b.a 1 <Ill). 
The non-decreasing property of l~a 3 in each of its arguments yields 
the inequality 2. By < 3. 2 > , the iDequality 3 can be immediately 
' 
obtained by applying the "bounds" of type 1-b to CA,~> <see Corolla-
ry 2.12> and the "bounds" of type 2-b to CB,~> <see Corollary 2.15>: 
1 l C H ( I ) l ~ H,., ( I l 
~ -~ "' and 1~ 2 <t:!a<Ill i H~Cil. The inequalities 6 to 8 
now follow immediately by duality (see Proposition A.3.16, <2.3> and 
remark 2.18) and by <2.2> yield the inequalities 4 and 5, 
their turns yield the inequalities 9 and 10, by duality. 
which in 
If some stronger conditions of dependence hold, the "composition 
of the bounds of type 3" can be partly applied and yields some 
improved "bounds" this is shown with the next result. 
Corollary 3.9: Under assumptions 3.1, for any closed interval I in 
R+, if all the conditions of dependence stated in theorem 3.5 Cor, 
in particular, the conditions Cal and Cbl in corollary 3.6) are 
satisfied in the time interval ~<I> and if in addition, the joint 
performance process of the components of each pseudo-module, 
r = l, ... ,a, c~ 8 Ct) I tE:~), r = l, .•. ,b, is asso-
r 
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cia ted in the same interval of time, 
y€C~~e<I> I e=1,2,3>UC1~ 1 <g<I>>> and for every 
~€C~~e<I> I e=1,2,3>UC1~ 1 <g<I>>>, 
1 2 
L~1 <I) .i 101113(~011 <I),~) .i 
4 
H~<I> .i u 01~ 3 <§ 01 <I>,§~<I>> 
6 7 
L~1<I> .i l~~3(~,~~1<I>> .i 
9 
G~< I> .i u~ 113 <tt01 < I) ,tt11 <I)> 
3 
l 01 ~ 3 < tl 01 < I > , tt~ < I > > .i 
5 
.i UOII13<y,.b~ 1 (I)) 
8 
then, for every 
H~<I> 
Proof: First, note the assumptions are sufficient for applying all 
the "bounds" thus brought into play. The inequality 1 follows imme-
diately from the equality 1 in theorem 3.5: as an indication, 
L~l<I> = l011(~011<I>> .i MaxC1011<~011<I> ),1112(~)). 
The inequality 2 follows immediately from the non-decreasing proper-
ty of 1 01~3: according to the range assigned to ~' for every 
<r,vr>€8, wrvr .i H ( I > • The inequality 3 has been proved with ~rv 
r 
corollary 3.8. All the other inequalities can be easil'y deduced from 
the three first ones with some arguments quite analogous to the ones 
proposed for the inequalities with the same numbers in 
corollary 3.8. 
Indeed, some stronger result holds under the assumptions of 
corollary 3.9; this is shown with the next theorem and its corol-
lary; these results extend "theorem 2.7" proposed in [20] and can be 
proved with the following lemma proposed in [20; Lemma A.2.1J. 
* Lemma 3.10: If C<Mr'~r) I r=1, •.. ,m} <m€N ) is a modular decomposi-
tion for some binary coherent system, <C,~>, with a parallel organi-
m 
zing system, then, l;_1(g(I)) = n l~ 1(g(I)). 
':!:: r= 1 r r 
Theorem 3.11: <"Composition of the Bounds o1 Type 1-b") 
With the same assumptions as in corollary 3.9, 
1 2 3 
1 ~1<~<I>) = 1 011<l011<~<I> )) .i 1 011(~01<!>> .i Hi< I> 
4 5 6 
H~<I> .i u~ 1 <~~(!)) .i u~ 1 <l~ 1 <g(!))) = u~ 1 <g<I>> 
7 8 9 
l~ 1 <g<I» = l~ 1 <1~ 1 <g<I>>> .i l~ 1 <§ 11 <I» .i G~C!) 
10 11 12 
G ~ < I > .i u ~ 1 < ~01 < I > > .i u ~ 1 < 101 1 < ~ < I > > > = u ~ 1 < ~ < I > > 
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Proof: First, note the assumptions are sufficient for applying all 
the "bounds of type 1-b" brought into p 1 ay. Indeed, the main part of 
the proof concerns the equality 7; it can be proved by applying 
lemma 3.10 to the modular decompositions of the binary coherent 
systems <C,~r>' r=1, ... ,k', defined in remark 3.3: 
l~H<g<I» =Max{ IT qi<I> I r=1, ••• ,k} <by definition> 
iE:Kr 
= Max { 1 ~ 1 ( 9. ( I ) ) I r = 1 , •.. , k ' } (by ( 3. 3 ) ) 
r 
=Max{ n 1~ 1 <g<I» I r=1, ••• ,k'} <by Lemma 3.10) 
<s,vs>E:K; svs 
= 1~ 1 <l~ 1 <g<I>» (by definition of 1~ 1 >. 
The non-decreasing property of la 1 in each of its arguments yields 
the inequality 8 while the inequality 9 has been proved with theo-
rem 3.5. The inequalities 1 to 3 follow immediately from the inequa-
lities 7 to 9 by duality and by <2.2> yield the inequalities 10 to 
12, which in their turn yield the inequalities 4 to 6, by duality. 
Corollary 3.12: With the same assumptions as in corollary 3.9, for 
every ~E:{~~e<I> I e=1,2,3}U{l~ 1 (g_(I))} and for every 
~E:{~ae<I> I e=1,2,3}U{la 1 <~<I>>}, 
1 2 3 
1~ 1 <~<I)> S. l(J(a 3 <~0< 3 < I),~) S. lO<a 3 <1j(J(~I > ,lja <I>) S. H~< I> 
4 5 6 
H~< I) S. u(J(a 3 <§(J(< I> ,§a< I)> S. u(J(a 3 <~,'=.a3 < I>> S. u~ 1 <g_< I>> 
7 8 9 
1~ 1 <g<I>> s. l~a 3 <~,~~3 <r>> s. l~a 3 <§Q(<I>,§a<I>> s. G~<r> 
10 11 12 
G~(I> S. u~rl3<t!(J(<I>,tJa<I>> S. u~a3<\:.(J(3<I>,~) S. u41<Q<I>> 
Proof: The inequality 1 follows immediately from the equality 1 in 
theorem 3.11: by the non-decreasing property of 1()( 1 , 
1~ 1 <Q<I>> s. Max{l(J( 1 <1()( 1 <Q<I>>>,la 2 <~>} s. Max{l(J( 1 <k(J(3 >,la 2 <~>}. 
The non-decreasing property of l(J(a 3 <i.e. of 1()( 1 and of la 2 > in each 
of its arguments yields immediately the inequality 2 while the 
inequality 3 has been proved with corollary 3.8. All the other 
inequalities can be easily checked from the three first ones with 
some arguments analogous to the ones proposed for the 
with the same numbers in theorem 3.11. 
inequalities 
Remark 3.13: Of course, if in addition, for every 
<<r,vr>E:B> and for every HE:'le((J(rvr> <KE:X<arvr)), 
formance processes {Xi ( t) I tE-e}, i E:H ( i E:K), are 
the marginal per-
mutually indepen-
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dent in the time interval ~<I>, the inequalities in corollaries 3.9 
and 3. 12 equally hold for every 
~E{_!(3e<g<I» I e=2,3}) <see Corollaries 2.15 and 2.16). 
4. PSEUDO-MODULAR DECOMPOSITIONS AND "REFINED BOUNDS" FOR THE 
AVAILABILITY: 
Throughout this section, "bounds" for the (instantaneous) avai-
lability (i.e. at some fixed point in time) are refined in terms of 
pseudo-modular decompositions. Indeed, if all the components of a 
binary broad-sense coherent system "have a life" <i.e. their respec-
tive performance processes are almost-surely nan-increasing>, the 
system itself "has a life" [10J and its availability function is 
identical to its reliability function. Consequently, it should be 
retained throughout the following that all the "bounds" for the 
availability concern also the particular case of the reliability for 
the binary coherent systems all the components of which "have a 
life". In addition, this particular case can be treated, in an 
alternative way, in terms of life lengths and life f·unctions (see 
Remark A.2.15 and Definition A.2.16>~ 
Remark 4.1: Throughout the following, a binary broad-sense coherent 
system, is "observed" at some fixed point in time tE~ only 
<i.e. ~<I> =In~= Ct,tJ>; so, any time reference can be omitted and 
it suffices to retain the performance vector of its components at 
the concerned point in time, ~ = ~(t). Let H~ <G~> be the correspon-
ding availability <unavailability> of <C,~>: 
So, and it suffices to consider the 
"bounds" for the availability, for instance. 
With these conventions, the "basic bounds" for the availability can 
be expressed as follows C2J: 
L~l = Max{H'l I r=l, ... ,h}; U~l = min{He I r=l, ... ,k}; 
k r h r 
L;!'; 2 = rr He ; u;!';2 = ll H.,r; ~ r=l r ~ r=l ., 
l~l(Q_) =Max{ rrHrpi I r=l, •.. ,h}; u~l(Q_) =min{ HKcpi 
k h 
I r=l, ... ,k}; 
= rr lll. EK pl.; u;!';2(Q.) = ll rr pl.; 
r = 1 ~ r = 1 i E Hr 
r ICI Q. = <pi)iECECO,lJ is the vector of the components availa-where 
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bilities. The corresponding expressions of the "bounds" of type 3 
are immediate. In particular, it should be noted that the upper 
"bounds" of type e-b, e = 1, 2 or 3, are defined with some different 
arguments (i.e. Q = 1 g<Ct,tJ>; see Notations 2.2>. 
Both of the following corollaries extend "theorem 3.1" proposed 
in C20J. In particular, the next result follows immediately from 
corollary 3.8: the assumptions of theorem 3.5 are satisfied in the 
time interval ~<I> = [t,tJ. 
Corollary 4.2: <"Composition of the Bounds of Type 1 and 3"> 
Under assumptions 3.1, if 
(a) for each minimal path set of <A,~>, HE~(~), the performance 
variables~ CXA >, (r,vr>EH, are mutually independent, 
rv -r r 
<b> for each minimal cut set of ca,a>, KE %<a>, the performance 
variables arv <~a >, Cr,vr>EK, are mutually independent, 
r r 
<c> the joint performance vector of all the pseudo-modules in * , 
<~rv <~A >>cr,v >EA is associated, 
r r r 
Cd) the joint performance vector of all the pseudo-modules in $., 
car < Xa )) < > Ea is associated, 
vr - r r 'vr --
1 2 3 
then, L~ 1 i l~a3 <k~ 1 ,ka 1 > i l~a 3 <~~'~a> i H~ 
4 5 6 
H~ i u~a3<~~'~a> i u~a3<~~1'~a1> i U~1· 
Throughout the following, h~ and ha denote the performance 
functions of the organizing systems CA,~> and ca,a>, respectively. 
Corollary 4.3: Under assumptions 3.1, all the inequalities stated in 
corollary 4.2 still hold if the following conditions of dependence 
are satisfied: 
<4.1> the performance vectors of the pseudo-modules with respect to 
!fee~>, <~ CXA )) , r = 1, .•. ,a, are mutually independent; rv - v 
r r r 
<4.2) the performance vectors of the pseudo-modules with respect to 
~<~>, <arv <~a »v, r = 1, ... ,b, are mutually independent; 
r r r 
<4.3) each of these performance vectors is associated. 
If in addition, the pseudo-modular decompositions ct' and ~ are 
7 8 
monotone, 1~~ 3 ch~ 1 ,ha 1 > ~ Max{h~<h~ 1 >,ha<ha 1 >} ~ H~ 
9 10 
H~ S min{h~C~~l>,ha<~al>} i u~a3<~~1'~al>. 
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Proof: The first part of this result can be obtained as an immediate 
consequence of corollary 3.8 or 4.2. In addition, the inequalities 7 
to 10 are immediate: by corollary A.6.10 <see (4.1) and (4.2))' 
and by theorem A.6.3, are nan-
decreasing in each of their arguments; consequently, 
l 0( 1 ( '=0( 1 ) s. h 0( ( '=0( 1 ) s. h 0( ( 1:!0( ) and 1 a2 ( '=at ) s. h a ( '=at ) s. h a ( I:! a ) ; 
this yields the inequalities 7 and 8; the inequalities 9 and 10 
follow immediately, by duality CJ 
Same further "bounds" far the availability could be equally de-
duced, in the same way, from corollary 3.9; however, they would have 
a poor interest: with the dependence conditions then to be cansi-
dered, same "tighter bounds" can be obtained by "composing the 
bounds of type 2". This is shown with the next theorem and its 
corollary. First, same lemma will appear helpful; it can be immedia-
tely obtained by restricting "lemma A.3.2" in [20] to the modular 
decompositions with a parallel organizing system. 
I r=l, ••. ,m} *" <m€N ) be a modular decampasi-
tion far same binary coherent system~ <C,~>, with a parallel organi-
zing system; if the performance variables of the modules, ~r<~M ), 
r 
r=l, ... ,m, are mutually independent and if the joint performance 
process of the components of each module, 
m 
ciated, then, L~2 .5. Ll Lu 2 • ~ r= 1 r r 
~M 
r 
r= 1, •• ,m, is assa-
The next result extends "lemma A.3.2" in C20J and consequently, 
"theorems 2 and 6" in [5]. 
Theorem 4.5: <"Composition of the Bounds of Type 2"> 
Under assumptions 3.1, if the pseudo-modular decompositions ~ and 
~ satisfy all the dependence conditions stated in corollary 4.2 and 
if in addition, 
( 4 . 4 ) the performance vector of the components of each pseudo-
module, ~A ' 
r 
r = 1 , ..• , a, ~B ' r = l, ... ,b, is associated, r 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
then, L~2 .5. 1a2<'=a2) .5. la2<t!a> .5. H~ .5. U0<2(1j0<) .5. U0<2(1J0<2) .5. u~2· 
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Proof: First, note the inequalities 4 to 6 can be immediately 
deduced from the inequalities 1 to 3, by duality. The non-decreasing 
property of la 2 in each of its arguments yields immediately the 
inequality 2. According to <3.2>, it suffices to apply the "bounds" 
of type 2 to the organizing system for obtaining the 
inequality 3. So, the main part of the proof concerns the inequality 
1 which can be proved with an approach analogous to the one proposed 
in [51 and equally used in [201 <see Appendix>; but a shorter proof 
can be proposed by means of lemma 4.4. Indeed, it suffices to apply 
it to 
binary 
the modular decomposition {(8s,asvs) I <s,v 5 >EK;> of 
coherent system <C,~r) defined in remark 3.3, for 
r = 1 ' • • • ' k ~ : 
k 
== n He 
r==1 r 
L < ll ~r2 - (s v >EK' 
' s r 
k' k' 
= T1 L;r. 2 
r=1 ~r 
s. T1 
r=1 
La 2 ; consequently <see (3.3)), 
svs 
ll L == 
<s v >EK' asv 2 
' s r s 
D 
the 
each 
Corollary 4.6: Under assumptions 3.1, all the inequalities in thea-
rem 4.5 still hold if the conditions <4.1), (4.2> and ( 4. 4) are 
satisfied. Furthermore, if in addition, the pseudo-modular deco~po-
sitions ;//: 
7 
1 a2 < '=a2 > 5 
and P-> are monotone, then, 
8 9 10 
ha < '=a2 > 5 H~ s. hQ( < '='ot2 > 5 u.ot2 < ld0(2 > · 
Proof: The first part of this result constitutes an obvious parti-
cular case of theorem 4.5: note <4.1), <4.2) and (4.4) ensure <4.3>. 
The inequalities 7 to 10 can be easily proved by means of corollary 
A.6.10, with some arguments quite analogous to the ones proposed for 
cora 11 ary 4. 3 D 
The next result extends "theorem 3.2" in [201. 
Corollary 4.7: With the same assumptions as in theorem 4.5, for 
every e€{1,3} and for every f€{2,3}, 
1 2 3 
L~3 5 1ota3<'=ote''=af> 5 1 ota3<~ot'~a> s. H~ 
4 5 6 
H~ .S. uota3<~ot'~a> .S. uota3<ldotf'ldae> .S. U~3· 
Furthermore, if the assumptions of corollary 4.6 are verified, these 
inequalities still hold and if in addition, 
decompositions Jt and ~ are monotone, 
7 8 
1ota3<kote'kaf> 5 Max{hot<kote>,ha<baf>> s. H~ 
the pseudo-modular 
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9 10 
H~ ~ min{h~(~~f>,ha<~ae)) i u~a3<~~f'~ae'· 
Proof: The inequality 1 can be easily deduced from the inequalities 
1 in theorems 3.11 and 4.5: for any QE:[O,lJICI, 
<4.5) 1~1 (Q) = 1~1 <6.~1) i 1~1 <6.~3) and L~2 i la2<ka2> i la2<ka3> 
since 1~ 1 and la2 are non-decreasing in each of their arguments; the 
inequality 1 now appears immediate: 
Max<l§ 1 <Q>,L§2 } i Max<l~ 1 <k~ 1 >,la 2 <ka2 >} i Max<l~ 1 <k~3 >,la 2 <ka 3 >). 
The non-decreasing property of l~a 3 in each of its arguments ensures 
the inequality 2 while the inequality 3 has been proved with 
corollary 4.2. The inequalities 4 to 6 now follow immediately, by 
duality. In addition, the inequalities 7 to 10 can be proved with 
some arguments quite analogous to the ones proposed for the inequa-
lities with the same numbers in corollary 4.3; indeed, these inequa-
lities correspond to the particular case e = f = 1. 
The next corollary follows immediately; indeed, it generalizes 
the "binary version" of "corollary 5.3" proposed in C15J. 
Corollary 4.8: Under assumptions 3.1, if the performance variables 
of the components of <C,~>, Xi' iE:CJ satisfy the same cpnditions of 
' dependence as in corollary 2.15 and if in addition, 
<a> the joint performance vectors of the components of the pseudo-
modules in Jt, ~A, r = 1, •.. ,a, are mutually independent, 
r 
(b) the joint performance vectors of the components of the pseudo-
modules in ~, ~B , r = 1, ... ,b, are mutually independent, 
then, for every e€{1,~}, every f€{2,3} and any QEC0,1JlCI, 
1 2 3 
1~3<~> i l~a3<l~e<~>,laf<~> > i l~a3<~~'~a' i H~ 
4 5 6 
H~ i u~a3<~~'~a> i u~a3<~~f<~>,~ae(~)) i u~3(~). 
If in addition, the pseudo-modular decompositions 
7 
CJt and 
8 
monotone, l~a 3 <l~e<Q> 'laf<Q>> i MaxCh~<l~e<Q> >,ha<laf<Q>>) i H§ 
9 10 
H§ i min{h~<~~f(Q)),ha<~ae<Q))) i u~a3<~~f<Q>,~ae<Q>>. 
are 
Proof: This result is an immediate consequence of corollary 4.7 <the 
assumptions of which are satisfied) since the assumptions ensure the 
following inequalities: 
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( 4. 6) L~3 = 1~3 <~> and u~3 = u~3 <~> and for every e = 1,2,3, 
b~e = 1~e<~~>, ~~e = ~~e<~~>, kae = 1ae<~a>' ~ae = ~ae<~~>. 
Remark 4.9: Of course, apart from the ones numbered 1 and 6, the 
inequalities in corollary 4.7 or 4.8 equally hold for 
<e,f) = <1,1>. However, the corresponding lower <upper) "bounds" 
appear only <see 
Corollary 3.9). 
5. COMPARISONS BETWEEN SOME "BOUNDS" FOR THE AVAILABILITY: 
Some comparative results can be obtained between the "bounds" 
for the availability when they are determined from two pseudo-
modular decompositions of (C,~) with respect to ( j{.(~)) 
defined with some comparable partitions of C. This viewpoint is 
examined throughout this section, thus achieving a full 
generalization of the results proposed till now in terms of modular 
decompositions [5J[20J. 
Assumptions 5.1: Throughout the following, some elements of the 
pseudo-modu 1 ar decompositions ~ a~d P-> <see Assump t i ens 3. 1 > are 
assumed to be decomposed further as specified hereafter. 
Let I= <rEN* I ria"} and A" = U(a";<a 1 )rEI)' for some a"EN*, 
* *d a" i a; let D = U<d;<dr)r)' for some dEN and <dr> 1 EN . 
Let <I, I rEI> be some partition of {jEN* I jid} and let 
<<Ds,8sus) I (s,us>ED> be some collection of binary coherent systems 
which satisfies the following conditions: for each <r,v 1 >EA", 
<a> <Ds I sEir> is a partition of A1 ; 
(b) there exists some Irv r c Ir and for every sE Irv r 
there exists some Vrv s c<jEN* I jids} such that 
r . 
respectively, 
{{(Ds,8sus) I usEVrv s} I sEirv } 
r r 
is 
position of <A1 ,~rvr) with respect to 
For every (r,v 1 >EA" respectively, the 
a pseudo-modular dec om-
je( ~rv ) . 
r 
corresponding organizing 
system ( U <s>xVrv s'~rv ) verifies the following relations: 
sEirv r r 
r 
( 5. 1 ) 
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In an analogous way, let J = {rEN* I r~b'), for some b'EN*, b' ~ b; 
let 8' = U(b';(brlrEJl; let E = U<e;<er)r)' for some eEN* and 
(er>rEN*e; let {Jr I rEJ> be some partition of CjEN* I j~e>; in 
addition, 
coherent 
let C<Es,£s > I <s,us>EE> be some collection of 
us 
systems such that for each <r,vr>EB', CEs I sEJr) 
binary 
be a 
* partition of Br and for some Jrvr c. Jr and some Wrvrs c::.{jEN I j~es>' 
sE:Jr respectively, CC<Es,E.s l I usEWrv s} I sE:Jrv) be a pseudo-
v r us r r 
modular decomposition of <Br,arvr) with respect to X<arvrl: 
as 
(5.2) arv <~a l = ~rv <<Esu <~E llsE:J u E:W r r r s s rvr' s rvrs 
Ha c.t'c~B >J = H c-t'«e <~E >>sE:J u EW >J. 
r v r r ~ r v r sus s r v r ' s r v r s 
Indeed, if the pseudo-modular decomposition .7t ( ~ > is strict, 
then, 
every 
for every (r,vr >E:A' ( (r,vr >E:B'), Irvr = Ir (Jrvr = Jr) • For 
r = l, ••• ,a' (r = l, ••• ,b'), some elements of the pseudo-
<C<Br,arv > I vr=l, .. ,br}) 
r 
may module C<Ar,arvr) I vr=1, .• ,ar} 
include some "similar parts" and therefore, CV I v =1, •.. ,ar) 
rvrs r 
({Wrv s I vr=1, ••• ,br}) is not necessarily a partition <but a cove-
r * * ring) of CjEN I j~ds) ({jE:N I j~es}), sE:Ir <sE:Jr> respectively. 
~ = {{(0s,8svs>l1~vs~ds) I 1!s!d>UC5<Ar,arvr)lvr=1, .. ,ar)lrEI> and 
! = CC<Es'~svslll!vs!es> I 1!s!e>UC~CBr,arvr>lvr=1, .. ,br}lrE:3> are 
two pseudo-modular decompositions of <C,§> with respect to ~<§> and 
~<§>, respectively <see Proposition A.3.25) and by <3.1>, 
as 
<5.3) ~(~) 
= a( <~rv < ' 8 s <~o > >su > > (r v lEA'' (arv (~A >) <r v lEA'> 
r us s s ' r r r ' r 
as 
= l<< 8 sv <~o >>cs v lED'<arv <~A >>cr v lEA'>; 
s s 's r r 'r 
as 
' 5 · 4 > ~<~> =a< <~rv < <Esu <~E > >su > > <r v lEB'' <arv <~a > l <r v lEE' l 
r s s s 'r r r 'r 
as 
= K ( < c s v s < ~E s l l ( s , v s l E: E ' < a r v r ( ~8 r l l < r , v r l E B' l . 
* Remark 5.2: For every r = 1, .. ,a', let G = U {s}x{jEN I j!d >and 
r sE:Ir s 
i-= {((Gr,(>rvr)lvr=1, ..• ,ar}lrEI)U{{({(r,vrl},illvr=l, .. ,ar>lrEI>, 
where i denotes the identity defined on S. 
It can be readily checked that <9- is a pseudo-modular decomposition 
of <DUA',(l with respect to :l€'<Q"l (in particular, see the proof of 
proposition A.3.25l; CA,al is its organizing system (see <5.3) l and 
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by corollary A.3.18, HE ~( 1) if and only if H = U H 
(r,vr>EH' rvr 
for 
some H'E :1eCo() and some Hr v E ~ < e r v ) i f 
r r 
(r,vr>EA' or some 
Hrv E1e(O<rv) if (r,vr>EA'. 
r r 
Of course, an analogous result can be obtained from ~ and t for 
* every r = 1, .. , b', let G; = U {s}x{jEN I jies}; then, 
sEJr 
~' = {{(G;,~rv )/vr=l, •.. ,br}/rEJ}U{{({(r,vr)},i)/vr=l, .• ,br}/rEJ}, 
r 
is a pseudo-modular decomposition of CEUB' ,K) with respect to !1' (k) 
and with the organizing system (8,~) <see (5.4)). 
Notations 5.3: Some conventions stated in notations A.6.2 will 
appear convenient: for instance, in terms of Jt and of~' 
< t:!ocA' 'b()( 1 A' > = 
Theorem 5.4: Under assumptions 5.1, if 
<a> for each minimal path set of <DUA',f), HE~<(>, the performance 
variables orv <~ 0 > 
r r 
are mutually 
independent, 
(b) for each minimal cut set of <EUE--",It), KE%CK), the performance 
are mutually variables erv (~E > 
r r 
independent, 
(c) the joint performance vector of all the pseudo-modules in ~ , 
((orv <Xo >><r v >ED'(ocrv <XA >>cr >cA-' ), is associated, 
r r ' r r r ,vr ~ 
(d) the joint performance vector of all the pseudo-modules in ~ 
< < E r v < XE > > ( r v ) E E , < ~ r v < X 8 > ) < r v ) E E , > , i s as so c i a t e d , 
r r ' r r r ' r 
1 2 3 
then, L~1 i 1(1 <t:!oo d=oc1A' > s lO<l <t:!O<A' d=()(1A' s H~ 
4 5 6 
H~ s u~1 <t:!~8' '~(llB' > s ul'l <t:!eE'~~lE' > s U~1· 
Proof: This result can be easily checked by means of theorem 3.5 all 
the assumptions of which are verified in the time interval 
't<I> =Ct,tJ by the pseudo-modular decompositions Jt, P.>, ctJ and 
re (see Remark 2.8). In particular, if J) < '"!) satisfies the condi-
t ion < a > <co nd i t ian ( b > ) , then, for each minimal path (cut> set of 
<A,O<)' HE :Je<oc> (of (8,~), KE ~(~)), the random variables 0< <XA ) , 
rvr - r 
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<r,vrlEH <rSrv <~8 ), <r,vr)tK), are mutually independent. Indeed, it 
r r 
suffices to check it with respect to the minimal path sets, for 
instance <see Proposition A.3.16). This can be done by contraposi-
the random variables ~rv <~A ) and ~sv <~A ), are dependent; by 
<5.1), if <r,vr>E:A' 
H2E ~<esv >' <v,uv>E:H1 
s 
r r s s 
and <s,vs) E:A', then, for some H1 E je<~rv ) , 
r 
and <w,uw>EH2 , the random variables ovu <~ 0 ) 
v v 
and owu <~ 0 > are dependent; but, this is inconsistent with the 
w w 
condition <a> imposed on c1J since by remark 5.2, H1UH 2 cH 0 , for some 
<s,vs>EA', the result can be shown in an 
analogous way. 
Indeed, it suffices to prove the inequalities 1 to 3, for instance 
since all the other ones follow immediately, by duality. The equali-
ty 1 in theorem 3.5 applied to the pseudo-modular decomposition~ 
yields the inequality 1: 
since 111 is non-decreasing in each of its arguments. The inequality 
3 results immediately from the inequality 3 in theorem 3.5 applied 
to the pseudo-modular decompdsition ~ : by the non-decreasing 
property of 1~ 1 , 1~ 1 <tl~A'''=~ 1 A,) .$. 1~ 1 <1j~) .$. H91 • So, the main part 
of the proof concerns the inequality e: let ~A' = b~ 1 ~,; 
( 5. 5) 111<1j0o'~A' > i 111 <lj00 ,1j~~· > <since 111 is non-decreasing> 
.$. L11 <by definition of 111 ; see Corollary 2.12> 
.$. 1 ~ 1 < b ~ 1 A ' ' ~A ' > 
<by applying the equality 1 in theorem 3.5 to the pseudo-modular 
decomposition <fl. of <DUA',I>; see Remark 5.2> 
.s. 1 ~1 <lj~A' '~A'> 
.$. 1 ~1 <lj~A' '~A'> 
(since 1~ 1 is non-decreasing) 
(by (5.1)) D 
Both of the following corollaries jointly generalize "theorem 
3.3" in C20J. 
Corollary 5.5: With the same assumptions as in theorem 5.4, 
1 2 3 
L~1 .s. 11a3 <ljoD ''=oc1A 7 ''=rS1 > .$. 
4 5 
H91 .$. u~a3<~~1'tlas''~a1B'> .$. 
l 0< a 3 < ljO< A 7 ' b()( 1 A 7 ' '=a 1 > .s. H ~ 
6 
uO<K3<~0<1'1jEE'~al§ 7 > .s. u9?1" 
Proof: The inequalities 1 and 3 respectively fallow immediately from 
the inequalities 1 and 3 in corollary 4.2, respectively applied to 
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the pseudo-modu 1 ar decompositions .1J and c7t : 
L§1 ~ 1 1~3<bo1o'b~1A''b~1> ~ 1 1~3<~oo•b~lA''b~1> 
1 ~~3<~~A''b~lA''b~1> ~ 1 a<~3<~~·~~> ~ H§. 
since 1 1 ~ 3 and 10<~ 3 are non-decreasing in each of their arguments. 
The inequality 2 in theorem 5.4 immediately yields the inequality 2: 
Max { 1 ( 1 < ~o D ' b~ 1 A ' ) ' 1 ~ 2 < b~ 1 ) } ~ Max { 1 ~ 1 < ~a< A ' ' b~ 1 A ' ) ' 1 ~ 2 < b~ 1 ) } · 
The inequalities 4 to 6 follow immediately, by duality CJ 
Corollary 5.6: Under assumptions 5.1, all the inequalities in 
theorem 5.4 and in corollary 5.5 still hold if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
<5.6) the performance vectors of all the pseudo-modules in~, 
Co <~ 0 >> _ 1 d , r = 1, •• ,d, <~ <XA >> _ 1 , rEI, 
r v r r v r - ' . • ' r r v r - r v r - ' . . ' ar 
are mutually independent, 
< 5. 7) the performance vee tors of a 11 the pseudo-modules in 'e , 
CErv (~E )) =1 e ' r = 1 , •• ,e, 
r r vr '·' r 
qre mutually independent, 
(5.8> each of these performance vectors is associated. 
Furthermore, if in addition, the pseudo-modular decomposition *• 
P.,, ~ and t are mono tone, then, 
7 8 9 
ha<Cba<1) ~ ha<Cb~1A''~a<A') ~ hr<bo1D'~~A') ~ H§ 
10 11 12 
Hq? ~ hlt(\,JE1E'~~§·) 5. h~ (\,J~18' '~~B' l ~ h~ (\,J~1). 
Proof: The first part of this result is an obvious consequence of 
theorem 5.4 and of corollary 5.5. Furthermore, the inequality 7 
results immediately from the non-decreasing property of the perfor-
mance function h~ <see Corollary A.6.10). The inequality 8 in 
corollary 4.3 applied to ~ immediately yields the inequality 9: 
hr<b810 ,~~A') ~ h1 <~oD'~a<A' > ~ Hq?' since the performance function hi 
is non-decreasing in each of its arguments. The inequality 8 can be 
easily checked as follows: as it has been shown in the course of the 
proof proposed for the inequality 8 in corollary 4.3, for every 
(r,vrlEA', La< 1 ~ h <<b0 1 >sEI u EV >; consequently, by 
rvr f'rvr sus rvr' s rvr s 
the non-decreasing property of the performance function ha<, 
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The inequalities 10 to 12 follow immediately, by duality D 
The next theorem partly extends "theorems 3 and 7" in [5]. 
Theorem 5.7: With the same assumptions as in theorem 5.4, 
addition, 
if in 
( 5. 9) for each pseudo-modu 1 e in .A;- or in ~ , tt-.e pe·r-fonflance vee tor 
then, 
of its components, ~A, r = 1, .•. ,a, ~B, r = 1, ... ,b, is 
r r 
associated, 
1 2 
L~2 ~ 1M2< !jE.E 'ba2B' ) ~ 
4 5 
H§ ~ ua2(!jaA''~a2A') ~ 
3 
1a2 <!jaB' 'ba2B' > ~ H~ 
6 
u12<!joD'~a2A'> ~ u~2· 
Proof: This result can be checked by means of theorem 4.5 with some 
arguments quite analogous to the ones proposed for theorem 5.4. 
First, note the pseudo-modular decompositions vf;, ~, 3J, ~ as also 
~' <see Remark 5.2> satisfy the conditions of dependence then 
required. The inequalities 1 and 3 result immediately from the 
inequalities 1 and 3 in theorem 4.5, respectively applied to 'E and 
~ : L~2 ~ 1x2<bE2E'ba2B') ~ 1K2<!jeE''ba2B' > and 
la 2 <!jaB' •ba 2 B' > ~ la 2 <!ja> ~ H~, since lx2 and la 2 are non-decreasing 
in each of their arguments. So, the main part of the proof concerns 
the inequality 2: let ~B' = La 2B,; 
' 5 · 10 > 11t2 <!jeE '~B' > ~ 1H2 (!jEE '!jaB'> <since 1K2 is non-decreasing> 
~ LK 2 <by definition of 1M 2 ; see Corollary 2.15> 
~ 1a2 <ba2B' '~B' > 
(by applying the inequality 1 in theorem 4.5 to the pseudo-modular 
decomposition 'J' of <EUB' ,K); see Remark 5.2> 
~ 1 a2<!j<rB' '~B' > 
~ 1 a2<!jaB''~B'> 
<since la2 is non-decreasing) 
(by <5.2)); 
Of course, the inequalities 4 to 6 follow immediately, by duality CJ 
With the same assumptions as in theorem 5.7 and by theorems 5.4 
and 5.7, the following inequalities hold: 
L~3 ~ 1 1K3<!joD'ba1A' ,!jE.E'ba2B' > ~ 1aa3<!jaA' ,b,C(1A' ,!jaB' 'br'32B' > s. H~ 
H~ ~ ua(33<!jaA' '~C(2A' ,!j(38' '~1'31B') ~ u/K3<!joD'~a2A' ,!jEE'l,lr'31B' l ~ UiE3' 
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But a more general result holds and extends "theorem 3.4" in [20J. 
Theorem 5.8: With the same assumptions as in theorem 5.7, for 
every f = 1 or 3 and for every g = 2 or 3, 
1 2 3 
L~3 ~ 1 /K3<~oo'b~fA''~EE'bagB') ~ 1 ~a3<~~A''b~fA''~aB''bag§') ~ H~ 
4 5 6 
H~ ~ u~a3<~~A' ·~~gA' ·~as· ·~afB') ~ UIK3(~oD'~~gA' '~EE'~afB') ~ u~3" 
Furthermore, these inequalities still hold if the pseudo-modular 
decompositions rJt, ~, of) and 'E satisfy the dependence conditions 
(5.6), <5.7) and (5.9) and if in addition, all of them are monotone, 
then, for every f = 1 or 3 and for every g = 2 or 3, 
ha <bag> 
13 
7 
~ h~<b~fA''~~A'> 
10 
~ h a < bag a ' ' ~a a ' > 
14 
8 
.$. hI< b ofD' ~~A' > 
11 
.$. h "< be g E ' ~a§ ' > 
15 
9 
.$. H~ 
12 
.$. H~ 
H~ ~ h~<!:!~gA''~~A'> 
16 
~ hl<!:!ogD'~~A' > 
17 
.$. h ~ (!:!~g) 
18 
H~ ~ ha <!:!afB' '~a§') ~ h K ( !:! E f E ' ~a§ ' ) ~ ha < !:!af > 
Proof: . The first part of this result can be proved by means of 
corollary 4.7 with some arguments quite analogous to the ones pro-
posed for theorems 5.4 and 5.7. As an indication, the inequalities 1 
and 3, respectively, can be easily_deduced from the inequalities 1 
and 3 in corollary 4.7 while the inequality 2 results from the 
following inequalities: 1 11 <~oD'b~fA') ~ 1~ 1 <~~A''b~fA') and 
1K 2 <~EE'bag§'' S. la 2 <~aB''bag§'>. Indeed, these inequalities can be 
deduced from (4.5) <which ensures the inequality 1 in corollary 4.7> 
by setting ::!A' 
throughout the 
Furthermore, 
= b~fA' ' f = 1 or 
inequalities ( 5. 5) 
the inequalities 
3, 
and 
7 to 
and ~§' = bag§, ' g = 2 or 3, 
<5.10)' respectively. 
12 can be checked with an 
approach quite analogous to the one proposed for the inequalities 7 
to 9 in corollary 5.6 and all the other inequalities follow 
immediately, by duality D 
The next corollary follows immediately (see (4.6)) and extends 
the "binary version of corollary 5.6 in C15J. 
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Corollary 5.9: Under assumptions 5.1, if the performance variables 
of all the components of <C,~>, Xi' i€C, satisfy the same conditions 
of dependence as in corollary 2.15 and if in addition, 
(a) the joint performance vectors of the components of the pseudo-
modules in~, ~D , r = l, ... ,d, are mutually independent, 
r 
(b) the joint performance vectors of the components of the pseudo-
modules in t, ~E , r = 1, •.• ,e, are mutually independent, 
then, for every f ~ 1r or 3, every g = 2 or 3 and any g€[0,1JICI 
1 
1 ~3<Q> ~ 1 1K3<t:loo'l<Xf<Q>A' •tleE'lf1g<Q>§, > 
2 3 
~ 1<Xi'13<t:l<XA' 'l<Xf<Q>A' 't:lr18' •lag<Q>§, > ~ H~ 
4 
H~ ~ u<Xi'13<t:l<XA''~<Xg<Q>A''t:laa''~af<Q>§,> 
5 6 
~ ulk3<t:loo'~<Xg<Q>A' d:::!EE'~(lf<Q>§, > i u~3<Q> • 
Furthermore, if the pseudo-modular decompositions .,1;, ~ , .:1) and ~ 
are monotone, 
QEC 0 , 1 JICI, 
then, for every f = 1 or 3, every g = 2 or 3 and any 
h (1 f(Q)) ()( -()( 
hi'1<lag<Q>> 
13 
7 8 
~ h()( < l<Xf < Q >A' 't:l<XA' > ~ h 1 < lof < Q > D 't:l<XA' > 
10 11 
~ ha<lag<Q>s,•tlf1a'> i h <leg<Q>E't:laa'> 
14 -, 15 
9 
~ H~ 
12 
~ H~ 
H~ ~ h<X<~<Xg<Q>A' •tl<XA' > 
16 
~ hl<~og<Q>o't:l<XA' > i h()(<~<Xg<Q>> 
17 18 
H~ i h(l<~af<Q>g,,t:J(l§') ~ hM<~ef<Q>E't:laa' > i ha<~i'1f<Q> > 
According to the results proposed in this section, the con-
elusions stated in C20J for the modular decompositions can be 
extended in terms of pseudo-modular decompositions: refining a 
pseudo-modular decomposition does not yield any improvement of the 
"refined bounds" which can be obtained in the general case; but, the 
opposite holds for the "refined bounds" which can be obtained with 
the monotonicity property, only <see theorem 5.8 and corollary 5.6 
and 5.9>. 
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6. SOME CONCLUSIONS: 
All the "refined bounds" proposed in [20] for the interval 
reliability and for the availability have been generalized in terms 
of pseudo-modular decompositions. The fundamental results then 
obtained have been emphasized as theorems while their pragmatical 
consequences have been stated in various corollaries. 
it should be noted that the three lemmas proposed 
modular decompositions in [20] play a key part for 
In addition, 
in terms 
proving 
refinements yielded by the pseudo-modular decompositions. 
of 
the 
According to corollary A.3.13, the pseudo-modular decompositions are 
the most general coherent decompositions which can yield some impro-
vements for the "basic bounds" obtained till now with the minimal 
path sets or cut sets; but, contrary to the ones proposed in C20J, 
most of the "refined bounds" obtained in terms of pseudo-modular 
decompositions concern any binary coherent system <see Remark 
A.4.5); the only restriction concerns the "bounds"· obtained with the 
monotone pseudo-modular decompositions. This is quite motivating for 
improving the "refined bounds" obtained till now as also for 
extending their application domain by investigating some dependences 
weaker than association. 
In addition, all the "basic bounds" and all the "refined bounds" for 
the binary case can be extended with some simple arguments to the 
multinary coherent systems: this is shown in the second part of this 
study [ 19 J, thus ex tending a 11 the "refined bounds" current 1 y 
proposed for the multinary case, with an approach easier than the 
one followed in [6] and [15J <see Preamble>. 
* * 
* 

Appendix: 
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A "DIRECT PROOF" FOR THE INEQUALITY 1 
IN THEOREM 8.4.5 
Of course, all the conventions stated for theorem B.4.5 are used 
throughout the following. 
For every (s,v >EB, let ~(~'$ > = {K I u=l, •.• ,k(s,vs>) and let 
S SVS SVSU 
<Ksvsu ,crsvsu) 
cut set Ksvsu 
be the p~rallel-system corresponding to the minimal 
of <B ,a >, u = l, .•• ,k(s,vs> respectively. 
s svs 
Let ( D, ~' ) be the binary str ic t-sen'se coherent system defined as 
follows: D = U {(s,vs))x(uEN* I u~k(s,vs)) and for every yES 101 
(s,vs>EB 
such that~= (cr (x >> for same ~ESC' 
svsu -Bs (s,vs,u>ED 
k ' 
~, < ~> = rr 
r=l 
k<s,v ) 
ll ITs y = ~'$((~'$ <x )) >rB> = ~(~). 
<s,v >EK' u=l svsu svs -Bs <s,vs ~ 
s r 
In addition, the marginal performance processes <Ysv u<t> I tE•), 
s 
(s,vs,u>ED, are assumed to be mutually independent and at the 
concerned paint in time, Her u' 
svs 
the availability of 
Therefore, the availability of <D,~') can be expressed as follows: 
H~, = h~, < !j<r > 
k, 
= n 
r=l 
Furthermore, by definition of <D,~'), K"E %<~') if and only if: 
far same K'E: ~(~) and 
so' 
same 
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So, by corollary A.3.18, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between %<~> and ~ (~'): 
'JC<~> = C Kr=<s vU u>E:K"Ksvsu I K~E:::1t<§'>;r=l, ... ,k); 
' s' r 
and far every r = l, •.. ,k and for every ~ESc' 
er<~> = ~ ~ <x>; <s,vs,u>E:K~ svsu-
so, the pseudo-modularity of P., with respect to ~< ~) ensures that 
{(K ,~ > I (s,vs,u>E:Kr"} is a modular decomposition 
sv su sv su 
of the 
parallel system <Kr,er> with a parallel organizing system, <K" .,. ) . r'.,r ' 
in addition, according to the assumptions for $ , the performance 
variables of these modules, ~ 5v u ( ~B > ' 
s s 
<s,vs,u>E:K~, are mutually 
independent; consequently, 
The 
L~2 
= P [ ll ~ (X > = 1 J = ll H~ 
(5 V U) cK" svsu -Bs (5 v u>cK" 5V u 
' s' 'I;. r ' 5' 'I;. r 5 
inequality 1 
k 
now 
k 
= rr H9 
r=l r 
= rr 
r=l 
follows immediately: 
(see < 1 ) > CJ 
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The author must apologize for the following errors: 
Preamble, p.V, lines 
establish". 
Chapter A, 
11-12: "yields" instead of "allows to 
p.18, remark 3.22, lines 4 and 7-8: "with respect to both !Je<~> and 
!k:<~>" instead of "both with respect to le<~> and :k<~>". 
p.36, theorem 6.3, line 8: "if 
X. 
1r 
as 
< X- II ; 
- 1s 
as 
then, Xr ~ X5 " instead of 
p.36-37, throughout theorem 6.3 and its proof: "£1" instead of 
" [ 0 ' 1 J I c I II ' w i t h ll = { ~ E: [ 0 ' 1 J I c I I r j E: { u E: N *I u i c ) '"' ( r ' 5 ) E c~ : i r < i 5 ' p ,- ~ p s ) • 
p.36, theorem 6.3, line 15: "for every Q€:!1, h~D<_l-Q) = 1- h~(Q)" 
instead of "for every ~E:[O,lJICI, h~<~> = 1- h~(!_-Q_)". 
p.37, proof of theorem 6.3: consider the vector <OA<· .>,lB<· .)) 
- J ' 1 - J ' 1 
instead of the vector 
B<j,i) = C.\<A<j,i)U(i)); 
J 
9c _, c i) ' 
J 
with A<j,i)= CrEC./Q 0.) and J r 1 
p.2, line 9; p.3, line 9; p.4, line 11; p.10, lines 18 and 21; 
p. 15, line 15; p.29, line 1; p.35, notations 6.2, line 7; 
p.39, line 19: "allow<s> us to" instead of "allow(s) to". 
Chapter B, 
p.42, line 4; p.49, line 16: "allow<s> us to" instead of "allow<s> 
to"; 
p .45, definition 2.9, line 3: "mutually independent in the time 
interval 't( I> if and only if" instead of "mutually independent if 
and only if"; 
•• • I • • • 
p.51, theorem 3.5, (c) and (d)l "the joint performance process of 
all the pseudo-modules" instead of "the joint performance processes 
of all the pseudo-modules"; 
p.59, corollary 4.7, lines 1-2: "for every ~Eq_<X 1 <Q>,~::::<X 3 ), every 
~({~(3 1 <Q> 'h'(3 3 ) and every f€:{2,3)" instead of "for every eE<l ,3) and 
for every f€:{2,3)," 
p.59-60, corollary 4.7, throughout the inequalities 1 to 3 and 7 to 8: 
"~" instead of "ko:e"; throughout the inequalities 4 to 6 and 9 to 
10: "w" instead of "L "· 
- -(3e ' 
p.60, proof of corollary 4.7, lines 3 and 6: l<X 1 (Q) instead of k_<X 1 ; 
p.63, line 7: read "is a pseudo-modular-decomposition of ( EUB' 'K) 
with respect to X (Jt)"; 
p.65, corollary 5.6, line 11: read "Furthermore, if in addition, the 
pseudo-modu 1 ar decompos it i ens c7t,"; 
p.65, proof for corollary 5.6, line 10: 
L 
c:xrv 1 
r 
Lc:x 1 ~ ho < < .bo- 1 > sE I u EV > ; 
rv 'rv su rv ' s rv s 
r r s r r 
p.66, line 1: read 
instead of 
ho:<'=o:lA''Ijo:A'> ~ ho:<<bo <<Lo l>sEI u EV >><r v >EA',tjo:A'> ~rvr su rv ' s rv s ' r s r r 
p.67, theorem 5.8: instead of the inequalities 13 to 18' read: 
13 14 15 
H~ ~ hl<!:ologD't!o:A' > s. h<X < h'cxgA' 't!o:A' > s. h<X<U > 
-<Xg 
16 17 18 
H~ ( hi(<\:::!EfE't!(3B' > s. ha < Vafs ·'I:! as,> s. ha<hlaf> 
p.68, corollary 5.9: instead of the inequalities 13 to 18, read 
13 
Ht s. hr<~og<E>o't!<XA' > 
16 
Ht S. hK<~Ef<Q>E't!aB'> 
14 
S. hex < ~cxg ( Q ) A' 't!cxA' > 
17 
S. h(3<~(3f<E>B''t!(3B') 
15 
S. h (u (n)) 
ex -cxg t: 
18 
s. ha<~af<E>> 
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